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ABSTRACT

A female bottlenosed dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) was

shown capable of immediate cross-modal recognition using

echolocation and vision with complexly-shaped objects. The

dolphin immediately recognized objects visually which had

been experienced earlier echoically and also immediately

recognized objects echoically which had been experienced

earlier visually. Successful recognition was not predicated

on the dolphin experiencing Objects simultaneously using

vision and echolocation. To examine cross-modal recognition

an "echoic" box was fabricated. Objects suspended

underwater inside the box were available for echoic

inspection but not for visual inspection. Conversely,

objects held in air were available for visual inspection by

the dolphin but not for echoic inspection. A Matching-To

Sample (MTS) task was employed to examine cross-modal

recognition and also to examine within-modal recognition.

To test echoic-visual (E-V) recognition a single echoic box

was used. The dolphin inspected a sample object suspended

in the box and then inspected two alternative Objects held

in air. A correct response required the dolphin to station

in front of the alternative matching the sample. To test

visual-echoic (V-E) recognition, two echoic boxes were used.

The dolphin first inspected a sample object held in air.

Then two alternative objects were suspended in the boxes.

For a correct response the dolphin pressed a paddle attached
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to the box containing the alternative matching the sample.

Following preliminary training, cross-modal recognition was

tested with eight pairs of novel objects which had been pre

calibrated separately in pure echoic matching and pure

visual matching. Cross-modal performance across all pairs

was 94.3% and 97.1% in E-V and V-E MTS, respectively. The

dolphin demonstrated both immediate E-V and V-E recognition

by matching at significantly above chance levels on the

first occurrence of each object acting as sample. Further

tests revealed the dolphin's ability to immediately perform

V-E MTS with sample objects displayed on a small television

monitor placed in an underwater window. The results of both

studies demonstrate a profound ability by the dolphin for

immediately recognizing complexly-shaped objects across the

senses of vision and echolocation. The findings strongly

suggest that the senses of vision and echolocation in the

dolphin are integrated and coordinate at the

representational level.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Most previous studies of echolocation and vision in

bottlenosed dolphins have been restricted to within-modal

examinations. As a result, although a great deal has been

learned about dolphin echolocation and dolphin vision, the

relationship between these senses has yet to be understood.

What types of mental representations are formed through vi

sion and echolocation? When a dolphin experiences an object

using echolocation exclusively can it recognize that object

later using vision? Conversely, when a dolphin experiences

an object using vision exclusively, can it recognize that

object later using echolocation? One possible view of the

relationship between the echoic and visual senses of the

dolphin is that they are independent of each other at the

representational level. That is, mental representations

(Roitblat, 1982) formed through echolocation are independent

of those formed through vision, bearing no intrinsic

relationship to representations developed through the visual

sense. Thus, a novel object interrogated using echolocation

might not be immediately recognized when appearing

sUbsequently to the visual sense, and vice versa. Any

apparent coordination or integration between these two

senses would then occur primarily through associative

learning, as the animal is exposed to the spatial and
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temporal contiguities between echoic experiences and visual

experiences, as in stimulus-stimulus (S-5) learning. While

this view may have some validity, an independence of sensory

systems seems a poorer adaptive mechanism than one in which

certain "primary" attributes of objects (e.g., form, size,

and number) (Marks, 1978) are immediately apprehensible in

mental codes common to the visual and echoic systems (e.g.,

in an "amodal" code) (Gibson, 1969), or easily transformed

into the mental codes of the other system (Jones & Connolly,

1970; Herman & Forestell, 1985). In the human adult, as well

as the child, such correspondence has been frequently docu

mented between the visual and haptic senses (e.g., Bryant,

Jones, Claxton, & Perkins, 1972; Bushnell & Weinberger,

1987; Gibson & Walker, 1984; Jones, 1981; Meltzoff & Borton,

1979 Ruff & Kohler, 1978). Similar evidence has also

appeared for a variety of non-human primates (e.g.,

Davenport & Rogers, 1970; Davenport, Rogers, & Russell,

1975; Tolan, Rogers, & Malone, 1981; Savage-Rumbaugh,

Sevcik, & Hopkins, 1988). In the dolphin's natural world,

it would seem important that echoic information and visual

information be closely coordinated and integrated to achieve

the maximum advantage for biological and social needs of the

dolphin. The current study examines the merit of this al

ternative view of cross-modal perception in the dolphin.
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The Visual system of the Dolphin

Dolphins see well both in air and underwater (Herman,

Peacock, Yunker, & Madsen, 1975) contrary to early specula

tions based on anatomical examinations (Walls, 1942). Ana

tomical adaptations for dolphin vision include a double slit

pupil (Dawson, Birndorf & Perez, 1972; Oral, 1972; Herman et

al., 1975), a spherical lens, and a light reflecting surface

called a tapetum lucidem located behind the retina (Walls,

1942). In order to see well in both media the dolphin

appears to have sacrificed a flexible accommodation system

for one based on fixed focal distances. In air, the

dolphin's measured acuity is better for distant-viewing

conditions (acuity at 2.5 m was better than at 1 m) and

underwater it is better for near-viewing conditions (acuity

at 1 m was better than at 2.5 m) (Herman et al., 1975).

This seems appropriate given ecological constraints and

environmental factors in these animals' lives. In air, far

vision would appear to be favored because much of the

relevant visual information in the open ocean environment

occurs at far distances for dolphins (e.g., circling sea

birds indicating the possibility of a school of fish in the

waters below, conspecifics leaping out of water presumably

indicative of social information, and land mass formations

important for navigation). Underwater, absorption of light

energy, scattering of light from suspended particles, and

other factors restricting visibility, limit far vision and
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thus favor the development of better acuity for things

nearer the dolphin (Herman, 1990). Overall, best acuity in

air or underwater is approximately 8 to 12 minutes of arc

(Herman et al., 1975).

Other adaptations of the visual system include a large

percentage of giant ganglion cells in the retina which give

rise to large dendritic processes and large mylinated optic

nerve fibers (Perez, Dawson, & Landau, 1972). These

structures are presumed to be used for, among other things,

quick and efficient communication of visual information to

the brain (Dawson & Perez, 1973; Dawson, 1980). In addi

tion, strong muscles around the dolphin's eyes allow for

some protrusion of the eyes (Dawson, 1980) and consequently

for some rearward as well as forward vision. Because the

eyes are placed laterally and are somewhat independent of

each other, they, in theory, allow the animal a near

panoramic view of its environment. Finally, bottlenosed

dolphins are particularly sensitive to light in the blue

green portion of the spectrum (485-547 nm), in keeping with

the photic characteristics of the underwater world, although

they do not appear to possess color vision (Madsen & Herman,

1980).

Historically, the visual system of the dolphin had been

viewed as secondary and somewhat inferior to the aUditory

system as a source of information for higher mental

processes (Herman, 1980). In addition to early views of
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this system based on anatomical examination of the dolphin

eye (Walls, 1942), early behavioral studies appeared to

reveal limitations in learning when the visual materials

were static forms or objects (Herman, 1980). However, later

studies of visual and aUditory learning and short-term

memory in the dolphin have shown a near-equivalence in

ability in tasks mediated by input from these different

media (Herman & Gordon, 1974; Herman, Hovancik, Gory, &

Bradshaw, 1989). For example, a dolphin can abstract a

"matching" concept from a limited number of exemplars in

matching-to-sample problems. Also, in tests of short-term

or working memory, the dolphin can retain new visual or

auditory information faithfully in immediate attention over

intervals of at least 80 sec. Furthermore, the dolphin

performs well regardless of whether visual stimuli appear

dynamically or statically (Herman et al., 1989; Hunter,

1988). Equivalencies between the dolphin's processing of

aUditory and visual information have also been shown in

studies of the dolphin's ability to learn simple artificial

language systems in which the medium for communication from

human to dolphin was either computer-generated sounds pro

jected underwater or visual in-air gestures of a trainer's

arms and hands (Herman, Richards, & Wolz, 1984). Finally,

recent studies which demopstrate the dolphin's ability to

immediately apprehend and correctly interpret degraded ges

tural sequences on a small video monitor argue for a well
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developed visual information processing system (Herman,

Morrel-Samuels, & Pack, 1991).

The Echolocation System of the Dolphin

Dolphin vocalizations fall into two general classes:

narrow-band whistles and short, broad-band clicks (Norris,

1969; Popper, 1980, Ralston and Herman, 1989). The latter

sound class includes SONAR or echolocation signals and can

be used by dolphins to locate, discriminate between, and

identify objects. Although years of study have revealed much

about the physical and anatomical characteristics of the

dolphin's echolocation system we still know very little

about the mental representations formed by a dolphin when it

ensonifies a target.

The physical parameters. and anatomical characteristics

of dolphin echolocation signals have been reviewed in a num

ber of sources (see e.g., AU, 1993, and various chapters in

Busnel & Fish, 1980; Nachtigall & Moore, 1988; Thomas &

Kastelein, 1990). The physical parameters described include

the wide frequency spectra of echolocation signals with sig

nificant energy occurring at ultrasonic frequencies through

to 120 kHz or even higher (Au, 1980), the extremely high

source levels occurring under conditions of high ambient

noise (Au & Penner, 1981; AU, Floyd, Penner, & Murchison,

1974), the beam width and lobular pattern of echolocation

emissions and their directionality (Au, 1980; AU, Floyd, &
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Haun, 1978; Au, Moore, & Palowski, 1986), the interval be

tween successively produced clicks in a click train beyond

that necessary for transit time (Au, 1980; Au et al., 1974),

the receiving beam patterns in the horizontal and vertical

planes (AU & Moore, 1984) ,and the micro-structure of

echolocation pulses (Norris, 1969).

Anatomical features described include the sound

production mechanisms in the region of the internal nares

and dorsal bursae (Cranford, 1988; Norris, 1968; cf. Purves

& Pilleri, 1983) and the lipid properties of the melon and

density changes within layers of the melon which function as

an acoustic impedance matching device for insuring that a

signal produced in air will be transmitted with little loss

into the water medium (Norris & Harvey, 1974). They also

include the combination of reflective air sacs, upper jaw,

and layered melon for focusing the echolocation signal in a

narrow beam (Au, 1993), and the structure of the lower jaw

of the dolphin and its function in transmitting and

amplifying echo information to the middle and inner ear

(Brill, sevenich, SUllivan, Sustman, & Witt, 1988; Norris,

1968) .

Psychophysical information on echolocation capabilities

has also been obtained, as reported in some of the same

studies cited above, as well as others (e.g., Ralston &

Herman, 1989; Nachtigall, 1980). For example, dolphins have

been shown capable of modifying the amplitude and frequency
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spectra of their echolocation signals to accommodate various

acoustic environments (Au et al., 1974), of detecting tar

gets of very small size over long distances (e.g, a 2.54 cm

diameter solid steel sphere and a 7.62 cm diameter water

filled stainless steel sphere were detected at 73 m and 113

m, respectively (Au & Snyder, 1980; Murchison, 1980), of de

tecting targets under high noise conditions (Au & Penner,

1981; Turl, Penner, & Au, 1987), and of discriminating be

tween targets of various materials (e.g., aluminum and

glass, Hammer and Au, 1980), of different simple shapes

(specifically, cylinders versus spheres by Au, Schusterman,

& Kersting, 1980; cylinders versus cubes by Nachtigall,

Murchison, & Au, 1980), of different structure (solid versus

hollow, by Haw~~r, 1978), and of different wall thickness

(Hammer & Au, 1980). In at least one report (Au et al.,

1980), it was determined that cylinders were discriminated

from spheres, not based on the larger surface-reflected com

ponent in the echoes from the spheres, but on differences in

the echoes themselves. That is, the analysis of the echoes

seems to be much more complex than simple target strength

(see also, Nachtigall et al., 1980).

Several studies have also examined the dolphin's abil

ity to form conceptual rules using tasks in which informa

tion about objects is available to the echoic sense.

Nachtigall and Patterson (1981) reported in an abstract that

a blindfolded dolphin could make same/different jUdgments of
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familiar and novel objects perceived echoically. The

same/different procedure was then transformed into a

matching-to-sample (MTS) task. MTS performance was

equivalent to that observed in the sama/different procedure.

Further studies of short-term memory using the MTS task

tested the dolphin's ability remember objects perceived

echoically over intervals up to 2 min. In an abstract

reporting on delayed echoic MTS performance Nachtigall,

Patterson, and Bauer (1985) found that matching accuracy

decreased as delay increased falling to chance levels at

delays of two minutes. This is somewhat inferior to delayed

matching capabilities of dolphins with passive aUditory

stimuli (Herman & Gordon, 1974). Another study using a

three-alternative matching task examined the number of

clicks emitted to particular objects (Roitblat, Penner, &

Nachtigall, 1990). This study attempted to create a model

describing how the dolphin made its choices based on the

number of scans of an object and the number of clicks

emitted.

Although there is a substantial body of data regarding

the physical, anatomical, and psychophysical parameters of

dolphin echolocation, there is, at best, only a limited un

derstanding of the nature of the mental representations

formed through echolocation. For example, the studies of

shape discrimination by Au et al. (1980) and Nachtigall et

al. (1980) used only three differently-shaped objects and
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were primarily concerned with examining the structure of re

turning echoes in an attempt to determine how the dolphin

was able to make these discriminations. In these

examinations, little or no consideration was given to the

nature of the percepts derived from the total echoic returns

(see Au, 1992).

Also, although the studies of echoic matching (as well

as those cited earlier of visual matching), reveal that the

dolphin can recognize objects exposed to one sense which

have been experienced earlier in the same sense, they tell

us nothing about recognition of objects across the senses or

more generally how the senses of echolocation and vision are

related to each other. Studies of integration between the

senses can assist in revealing the nature of mental percepts

derived from each sense alone. Such studies have been

conducted with humans (Jones, 1981) and with some non-human

primates (Davenport & Rogers, 1970) using the senses of

vision and active touch (the so-called haptic sense).

Haptic-Visual Cross-Modal Recognition by Human Adults and

Human Infants

There is an extensive literature on haptic-visual

cross-modal recognition in adult humans and in young

children and infants (e.g., see reviews in Jones, 1981; Rose

& RUff, 1987; Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1988). An early view

(Ettlinger, 1960) held that language was a necessary
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precursor for cross-modal transfer. However, recent studies

on cross-modal abilities in pre-verbal infants (e.g., Brown

& Gottfried, 1986; Bryant, et al., 1972; Bushnell, 1986;

Meltzoff & Borton, 1979; Rose, Gottfried, & Bridger,

1981a,b), as well as findings of cross-modal matching

abilities in apes and monkeys (Davenport & Rogers, 1970;

Davenport, Rogers, & Russell, 1975; Jarvis & Ettlinger,

1977; Malone, Tolan & Rogers, 1980; Savage-Rumbaugh et al.,

1988; Tolan, Rogers, & Malone, 1981), invalidate Ettlinger's

original position, at least, when it's applied to simple

haptic-visual cross-modal matching tasks. Other, more

complex, matching tasks involving the recognition of higher

order relationships across modalities do appear to require

language skills. For example, nursery school children who

could not linguistically er.code the relation between one

versus two lights and one versus two sounds did not

demonstrate cross-modal transfer (Blank & Bridger, 1964).

These same children, however, did demonstrate transfer on

simpler cross-modal tasks.

Recent studies of haptic-visual cross modal matching

with children and infants have focused on several areas in

cluding: tracing the development of this capability;

determining which features of objects are represented men

tally by sUbjects performing cross-modal tasks; examining

asymmetries in cross-modal performance; and determining if

cross-modal transfer is related to mental development. Each
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of these areas is discussed briefly below. Haptic-visual

cross-modal recognition has been reported in infants less

than a year old by a number of researchers (e.g., in eight

and one half-month-olds by Bryant et al., 1972; in six

month-olds by Rose, Gottfried, & Bridger, 1981b; in four and

five-month-olds by streri & Pecheux, 1986; in two and three

month-olds by streri, 1987). Reports suggesting that even

younger infants possess this capability are more

controversial. Both Meltzoff and Borton (1979) and Gibson

and Wa~ker (1984) found evidence for oral-visual cross-modal

recognition in one-month-olds. The former study examined

visual recognition of shape using a single pair of objects

while the latter study examined visual recognition of

substance using a single pair. However, Brown and Gottfried

(1986) using similar techniques to Meltzoff and Borton

(1979) and more transfer tests found no evidence for this

capability in either one-month-olds or three-month-olds.

Furthermore, this failure to demonstrate oral-visual cross-

lodal matching was not due to a limitation in general

matching ability by infants younger than six months of age.

Rose, Gottfried, Melloy-Carminar, and Bridger (1982)

demonstrated within-modal visual matching in three-month

olds and Allen, Coranado, Herrera, and Racho (1982)

demonstrated within-modal oral matching in three-month-olds.

Thus, it still remains uncertain whether haptic-visual cross

modal matching ability is a result of some type of innate,
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primitive unity of the senses (BOWer, 1974; stein &

Meredith, 1993) or whether it develops exclusively through

initially independent sensory systems interacting with the

environment (Piaget, 1952; Piaget & Inhelder, 1956).

Determining what features of objects can be used for

cross-modal recognition is important for assessing the scope

of this capability. Bushnell and Weinberger (1987),

studying 11-month-olds, found that shape as well as texture

could serve as the basis for cross-modal matching with vi

sion. These authors used a conflict paradigm in which vis

ual and haptic (texture) information might not match and

they examined whether infants could detect the discrepan

cies. They reported asymmetries in performance favoring

visual-haptic recognition over haptic-visual recognition

(where the modality prior to the hyphen indicates the sense

exposed to the sample object and the modality after the hy

phen indicates the sense exposed to the alternatives). That

is, surprise was greater when the sample was inspected visu

ally and the alternatives were explored through touch, than

when the reverse was the case. Bushnell and Weinberger

interpreted this finding as evidence that visual information

plays a directive, goal-setting role for 11-month-olds' man

ual explorations, by suggesting the type of haptic experi

ence that might be expected. More generally, these authors

state that the "ability to match objects across vision and

touch •.. means that intersensory predictions can be formed,
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and these predictions, in turn, enable interactions with ob

jects to be adaptive and economical" (p.G01). This seems a

good prescription for the adaptive function of visual-echoic

cross-modal integration in dolphins.

In addition to the study by Bushnell and Weinberger,

other studies have examined aSYmmetries in cross-modal

tasks. Jones (1981), reviewing some early work on cross

modal abilities in humans, noted that asymmetries emerged

predominantly in successive cross-modal matching tasks ( the

sample Object is removed from experience before the

alternatives are presented) rather than in simultaneous

cross-modal matching (the sample and alternative objects are

presented at the same time). He also noted that the types

of asymmetries observed uniformly favored vision. That is,

greater accuracy in matching was evidenced when the sample

was presented visually and the Choices, haptically, than

when the reverse situation prevailed (e.g., Milner & Bryant,

1970; Rose, Blank, & Bridger, 1972). This direction of

asymmetry is similar to that found by Bushnell and Wein

berger (1987). Jones (1981) suggested that visual explora

tion of an object more easily yields a holistic "image" for

storage. Haptic exploration is less likely to do this be

cause of its sequential nature.

Not all studies of cross-modal matChing in humans have

shown these asymmetric trends favoring vision over touch.

For example, Rose, Gottfried, & Bridger (1981a) using 12
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month-old infants showed an asymmetry favoring within-modal

haptic matching over visual-haptic cross-modal matching.

These researchers found that less sample familiarization

time was required to achieve haptic-haptic matching than to

achieve visual-haptic recognition. Similarly, streri (1987)

found evidence for haptic-visual cross-modal transfer but

not visual-haptic cross-modal transfer in two- and three

month-olds. Interestingly, he found the opposite aSYmmetry

favoring visual-haptic cross-modal transfer in four- and

five-month- olds (streri & Pecheux, 1986). streri and

Pecheux suggested a developmental shift in perceptual domi

nance in infants from touch to vision as they mature. That

is for younger infants the haptic sense is relied on more

than vision. As the infant matures, vision becomes dominant

over touch.

One difficulty in interpreting the results of these

early studies of cross-modal aSYmmetries is that in most

studies not all within-modal and cross-modal matching con

figurations were conducted. As pointed out by Bryant (1968)

and reiterated later by Rose and Ruff (1987), a complete ex

perimental design using both within- and cross-modal

conditions present is critical for determining whether

cross-modal failures are due to failures at within-modal

discriminations or to failures to recognize equivalences of

objects across modalities. A recent study by Rose and

Orlian (1991) used a completely balanced design to explore
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cross-modal asymmetries in twelve-month-olds. The infants

were exp~sed to four different pairs of objects in tasks

examining visual-visual recognition, haptic-haptic recogni

tion, visual-haptic recognition, and haptic-visual recogni

tion. Each of three groups of infants experienced the

sample objects for a different length of time (either 15,

30, or 60 sec). Evidence of recognition came from the

infants' reactions to the novel versus familiar (the object

was experienced earlier as the sample) stimuli. The results

indicated that familiarization time affected performance ac

curacy across conditions. The visual-visual recognition

task was the easiest to accomplish and was done so at all

familiarization times. Haptic-visual recognition and

haptic-haptic recognition were evidenced only with the 30

and 60 sec. familiarization intervals and there was no sig

nificant difference in ease of performance of these tasks.

Finally, no evidence was found for visual-haptic recognition

even at the longest familiarization time. The results from

this study first indicate an asymmetry favoring within-modal

tasks over cross-modal tasks (although haptic-visual

matching was as easily accomplished as haptic-haptic

matching here). Second, twelve-month-olds given up to 60

seconds of sample familiarization time can apparently use

tactile information to guide visual recognition but have

difficulty using visual information to guide tactile

recognition. The latter conclusion is opposite that drawn
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by Bushnell and Weinberger (1987) and Jones (1981) and it

may be that differences in results are linked directly to

the differences in tasks used as well as the number and type

of stimuli used.

The ability for cross-modal matching and transfer has

been linked to a variety of intellectual functions. For ex

ample, Rose and Wallace (1985) recently found that for both

full-term and pre-term infants cross-modal capacity

assessments taken at 12 months of age were significant pre

dictors of further mental development and cognitive growth.

Other researchers have focused on the relation between

cross-modal capacity and linguistic development. Geschwind

(1965), for example, proposed that cross-modal perception

was a necessary condition for the development of language

(cf. Ettlinger's position that cross-modal perception cannot

occur without language), a proposal which finds favor with

the studies of Savage-Rumbaugh et ale (1988).

Though it is evident from the studies cited above that

the senses of vision and touch in humans are integrated at

the representational level, it is far from clear how this

integration proceeds. The existence of multi-sensory neu

rons and multi-sensory convergence areas is well documented

(Stein & Meredith, 1993). However, the mechanisms on which

intersensory jUdgments are based remain undiscovered. Marks

(1978) describes five doctrines of integration which range

from equivalent information being transferred between the
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senses to only supra-sensory attributes (e.g., intensity,

size, number) being represented across the senses. stein

and Meredith (1993) describe several neuronal models which

contain processes supporting coordinate systems of integra

tion of information across the senses. These processes in

clude "amodal" coding of information (cf. Gibson, 1969) and

the re-coding of information from one sense to another (cf.

Conrad, 1964; Jones & Connolly, 1970; pick, 1970). However,

stein and Meredith admit that definitive research in this

area has only scratched the surface. Regardless of the

intricacies of the integration process, it is evident that

transfer of information across the senses of vision and

touch in humans is accomplished through something beyond

associative learning mechanisms.

Haptic-Visual Cross-Modal Recognition by Non-Human Primates

The earliest report of successful cross-modal matching

in primates and of the immediate transfer of the matching

concept was by Davenport and Rogers (1970). These authors

showed that both orangutans and chimpanzees could discrimi

nate between objects on the basis of haptic cues and then

select the one which matched an object previously presented

exclusively to the visual modality. Later reports demon

strated the capabilities of chimpanzees for delayed cross

modal matching (Davenport, Rogers, & Russell, 1975),

including situations where photographic representations of
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objects were used for visual stimulation instead of the

visual objects themselves (Davenport et al., 1975). The use

of delays would seem to impose a requirement that matches be

based on a mental representation of the sample object or of

its conditional associate (cf. Honig & Thompson, 1982).

Savage Rumbaugh et al. (1988) showed further that chimpan

zees were able to match a symbolic representation of an ob

ject to that same object's feel, and vice-versa. Although

some early researchers felt that cross-modal abilities might

be limited to the great apes among the animal subjects,

other researchers have since reported these capabilities in

rhesus monkeys (Jarvis & Ettlinger, 1977; Malone, Tolan, &

Rogers, 1980; Tolan, Rogers, & Malone, 1981).

Recent studies of cross-modal recognition in non-human

primates have shown trends in cross-modal abilities similar

to those reported in infant humans. For example, Gunderson

(1983) provided evidence that, like human infants, very

young (approximately 4 weeks-old) pigtail monkeys visually

preferred an orally familiar stimulus. Also, in one of the

few within-subjects studies of delayed cross-modal matching,

Dimattia, Posley, and Fuster (1990), using rhesus monkeys,

found evidence that: a) the monkeys could effectively use

each of three cues (size, shape, texture) for accurate

matching, b) the monkeys performed better when the sample

was visual than when it was haptic and visual-haptic

matching was in fact easier to master than haptic-visual
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matching, and c} working memory performance in visual-haptic

or visual-visual matching was generally better than in the

haptic-visual and haptic-haptic conditions. Finally,

Gunderson, Rose, and Grant-Webster (1990) have recently

shown that infant pigtailed macaque's who are considered at

"high risk" for future cognitive deficits (e.g., they had

low birth weight or suffered birth trauma) do not show

significant transfer of cross-modal matching, whereas those

considered "low risk" animals do show this ability.

Together, these studies reveal an important capacity

for integration of the senses of touch and vision at the

representational level in both human infants and non-human

primates. The fact that many of the same trends found in

studies of human infant cross-modal matching performance are

seen in studies of non-huma~ cross-modal matching, may re

flect the common primate ancestry of these groups.

Cross-Modal Recognition by Dolphins

In contrast to the numerous studies of human infant and

non-human primate cross-modal recognition of objects, rela

tively few studies have ventured to examine for this

capability in the dolphin. Gerstein (1983) reported in an

abstract to have found some evidence for visual-echoic

cross-modal recognition of novel objects using a matching

task. A procedure was used in which a dolphin viewed a sam

ple object suspended underwater behind a visually transpar-
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ent air-filled container. Theoretically the air prevented

the dolphin from using its echolocation system to examine

the object. Eyecups were then applied to obstruct vision

and the dolphin was allowed to choose one of two objects

suspended underwater at the other end of the pool. Although

Gerstein reported that the dolphin responded accurately to

the training objects as well as to a small number of novel

transfer objects, the project was abruptly terminated before

any firm conclusions could be drawn.

Using a more balanced experimental design than Gerstein

(1981), (see Bryant, 1968), Pack and Herman (1991) and

Herman and Pack (1992) reported successful echoic-visual and

visual-echoic cross-modal recognition of familiar objects by

a dolphin (i.e., the dolphin could recognize visually ob

jects it had experienced earlier echoically and it could

recognize echoically objects it had experienced earlier

visually). They also reported immediate within-modal pure

echoic and pure visual recognition of novel objects. Ex

tremely rapid though not immediate echoic-visual and visual

echoic cross-modal recognition of novel objects was also

evidenced by the dolphin with several pairs of novel

objects. Successful cross-modal recognition appeared to be

object and material dependent. That is, the dolphin

demonstrated near-immediate cross-modal recognition with

some pairs of objects while it performed at chance levels

with other pairs. Pair members that the dolphin showed
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near-immediate cross-modal recognition with were constructed

of metal, while those the dolphin performed poorly with were

constructed of either metal and another material or two non

metal materials. Importantly, successful cross-modal

recognition was not predicated on the dolphin experiencing

objects with both vision and echolocation available

simultaneously.

In another study, Harley (1993) used several measures

to demonstrate integration of visual and echoic information

in the dolphin. However, her results remained inconclusive

as to whether the dolphin could recognize object features,

such as shape, across modalities or whether the dolphin had

simply learned that particular visual experiences were

associated with particular echoic experiences. In addition

to examining if echoic matching experience with objects

would increase performance levels in visual matching of the

same objects, Harley reported that a dolphin could perform

an echoic-visual matching task with familiar sets of objects

which had been exposed previously to both vision and

echolocation simultaneously. She also tested visual-echoic

matching. In contrast to the high performance levels

experienced in echoic-visual matching, the dolphin had

difficulty with the visual-echoic task. Performance

accuracy reached above chance levels (though not nearly as

high as echoic-visual levels) with only one of several sets

of objects. Also, Harley (1993) found no evidence of cross-
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modal recognition of novel objects tested in visual-echoic

or echoic-visual matching, even after numerous trials.

These results differ dramatically from those reported by

Pack and Herman (1991) and Herman and Pack (1992) and are

likely due to differences in objects used in the two studies

(on average, Harley (1993) used smaller objects which may

have caused some difficulties in visual discrimination) and

substantial differences in procedures. For example, in the

cross-modal tasks, Harley (1993) used eyecups over the

dolphin's eyes to occlude vision during echoic perception.

To expose objects to the visual sense alone, they were held

in air. The procedure of removing or applying eye-cups to

the dolphin during cross-modal trials usually took about 30

sec (personal communication) and may have caused among other

things interference with memorial processes. In contrast,

Pack and Herman (1991) and Herman and Pack (1992) used

underwater "echoic" boxes fronted by opaque plexiglas

screens to display objects to the echoic sense but not to

the visual sense. The screens allowed sound to penetrate

but not light. An object suspended inside the box thus

became echoically salient to the dolphin. Importantly,

there was no interruption to the dolphin between echoic and

visual perception of objects during cross-modal trials. The

dolphin simply interrogated the contents of the echoic box

echoically and then observed visually in air which alterna

tive object matched the one in the box.
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The current studies were designed to determine if

echoic-visual cross-modal recognition in the dolphin is a

result of the dolphin recognizing common physical features

across the senses or a result of the dolphin learning that

particular visual experiences can be associated with

particular echoic experiences. Chapter II reports first, on

the establishment of four different matching tasks by a

dolphin: Echoic-visual cross-modal matching (E-V)l, Visual

echoic cross-modal matching (V-E), Visual-visual within-

modal matching (V-V), and Echoic-echoic within-modal

matching (E-E). Then, Chapters III, IV, and V examine the

nature of the cross-modal recognition ability shown by the

dolphin in the first study. Finally, Chapter VI summarizes

the current findings on cross-modal recognition in the

dolphin and discusses these findings as they relate to how

the dolphin perceives its world through echolocation.

1 In this nomenclature the letter prior to the hyphen refers to the modality in which the sample object is
experienced and the later following the hyphen refers to the modality in which the alternative objects are
experienced.
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CHAPTER II

In this study, a dolphin was shown capable of recogniz

ing familiar and unfamiliar objects visually that had been

experienced earlier echoically (E-V) and also was shown ca

pable of recognizing familiar and unfamiliar objects echoi

cally that had been experienced earlier visually (V-E). In

addition, the dolphin's ability to recognize objects in the

same modality (visual or echoic) that it experienced them in

earlier was established. This study was carried out over

several experiments.

Experiment 1

This experiment was conducted in two parts. In Part 1,

V-V recognition was examined with novel objects. In Part 2,

E-V recognition was examined with objects used in Part 1.

Part 1. V-V Recognition

In this task Elele viewed an object (a sample) dis

played in air. Then the object was removed from sight and

two other objects (the alternatives) were displayed in air

to the right and left of the position where the sample ob

ject had been shown. In order to receive a reward, Elele
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was required to select from the alternative objects the one

which was identical to the sample.

Method

Subject. The sUbject for this experiment and all those re

ported was a sub-adult female Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin

(Tursiops truncatus), named Elele. Elele was approximately

6 years of age at the time the study began. She is one of

four dolphins housed at the University of Hawaii's Kewalo

Basin Marine Mammal Laboratory (KBMML). The dolphin's live

in two 15.2 m diameter x 1.82 m deep, circular sea-water

tanks connected together by a 2 m wide x 3 m long channel.

Prior to the current study, Elele had previous experi

ence in visual matching-to-sample tasks with three dimen

sional objects and with two dimensional white symbols on

black backgrounds (Shaw, 1990). Also, she was experienced

in tasks of behavioral mimicry in which she was required to

mimic the behavior of a human trainer (Xitco, 1988). Fi

nally, she had a limited amount of experience with an arti

ficial language system in which gestures of a trainer's arms

and hands were instructions for Elele to take particular ac

tions, with particular parts of her body, to particular ob

jects. Thus, at the commencement of the current study Elele

had substantial experience in solving problems involving the

interpretation of visual information but no "formal"

experience solving problems involving the interpretation of

echoic information.
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Over the course of a typical day, Elele receives a

daily ration of 9.1 kg of silver smelt and Pacific herring.

Part of this ration is fed during testing sessions. For the

current study, Elele was gated alone in one of the tanks to

prevent behavioral or acoustic interference from the other

dolphins. At the end of each research session, the gate was

re-opened to allow all four animals to socialize.

Apparatus. Objects to be presented to the dolphin's visual

sense alone, were held in air. Although there have been no

studies, apparently, specifically designed to examine a dol

phin's ability to echolocate on objects held in air, there

are several reasons for assuming that echolocation does not

play an active role in a dolphin's perception of objects in

air. For example, when viewing these objects the dolphin

typically assumed a near-vertical posture, positioning its

eyes such that it regarded the object from the

rostral/ventral plane, possibly binocularly. This position

is unfavorable for echolocation because the transmitting

beam of the echolocation signal of Tursiops emanates from

the region of the melon and is directed forward and slightly

upwards by 5° with respect to the tip of the rostrum (Au et

al., 1986). Hence, the direction of the beam is away from

the object being inspected visually when the dolphin is in

the indicated viewing position. The physics of sound trans

mission also argues against the usefulness of dolphin echo-
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location in air. The large density differences of the air

medium (density = .0013 g/cm3 ) and the lipid substances of

the melon (the density of the melon increases gradually from

the core through the outer shell and eventually approximates

the density of the surrounding salt water medium( density =

1.03g/cm3 ) yield a gross impedance mismatch and suggest that

any emitted signals would be highly attenuated.

Three persons wearing white T-shirts and opaque goggles

over their eyes were used to display Objects in air by hold

ing them in outstretched hands over the tank wall and 30.5

cm above the tank water. The shirts provided a similar

backround against which objects were viewed. Opaque goggles

kept Object presenters blind to the dolphins movements and

prevented them from knowing which objects each other was

holding. The presenters were positioned on .69 m high plat

forms placed just outside the tank wall. The individual on

the center platform displayed the sample object and was

separated from each of the alternative presenters to the

right and left of the central platform by 3.10 m.

Materials. A set of six objects of different shapes, sizes,

and materials, labeled Set 1 in Figure 1, was used. The ob

jects included a ceramic flower pot, a letter "I" made from

aluminum eye-beam, a stainless steel bowl, a black rubber

roller, a green Fiberglas grating, and a cross made from
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sand-filled Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC). The orientation of

these objects as viewed by the dolphin is shown in Figure 1.

Procedure. A Matching-To-Sample (MTS) task was used to exam

ine V-V recognition (Figure 2). In the general MTS task a

sample stimulus is exposed for a period of time and then two

or more alternative stimuli are presented. One of these al

ternative stimuli matches the sample stimulus. In order to

be correct the sUbject must choose the alternative stimulus

which matches the sample. In Identity MTS, the matching al

ternative and sample are physically identical to each other.

In Conditional MTS, the matching alternative and sample are

physically dissimilar and are associated with each other

based solely on reinforcement contingencies. Accurate per

formance in Identity MTS can occur when the sUbject has ac

quired a generalized matching rule which is controlled by

the relationship shared between stimuli, or when it has ac

quired a set of stimulus specific association rules which

specify the correct match for each particular sample. In

itial performance with novel sets of stimuli helps determine

whether a subject is applying a generalized matching rule or

stimulus specific association rules to matching problems.

Immediate accurate performance with unique combinations of

samples and alternatives provides the strongest evidence for

acquisition of the generalized matching rule because there
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SETl

Stainless steel
mixing bowl (BO)

-Hard rubber
roller (HR)

Steel
Chair base (S1')

Wrought-iron
planter support (HP)

Ceramic terra
cotta flower pot (FP)

Sand-filled PVC
Cross (PX)

Set 2

Sand filled
rubber bose (RH)

Steel shelf
holder (HS)

Fiberglass grate
(PL)

[:,:t:,:":':':",:;::;;::;"::;:":",:,:,,,,,,,

Aluminum "I"
(An

Plastic toy
ironing board (lB)

Hard plastic motor
cycle helmet (HM)

Figure 1. Set 1 and Set 2 objects used in matching tasks.
The fixed pairs of objects are shown one above the other.
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HATCH
VISUAL

SlHPLE
VISUAL

HOH-HATCH
VISUAL

Figure 2. Artist's rendering of the pure visual matching
to-sample task (V-V) in which the sample and alternative ob
jects appear in air. The sample object appears in the
center position and in this example, the correct match
appears on the left.
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is no opportunity for the subject to learn to associate par

ticular samples with particular alternatives.

Before each V-V MTS trial, a trainer "socialized" with

Elele at a remote station 11.9 m around the tank wall from

where the matching task took place. The alternative pre

senters selected their objects from a pre-planned schedule

and they crouched on their respective stands hidden from the

dolphin's view. The sample presenter, who was already

standing on the center platform with goggles donned was

given an object in his right hand, by an assistant. with

left arm stretched out over the tank water, the presenter

raised his left index finger. Then the trainer signaled

Elele to swim from the remote station to a position 29.48 cm

in front of the sample presenter. The trainer moved to a

position behind the area where the matching task was taking

place. When Elele viewed the presenter's raised finger she

responded by raising her head out of the water and attending

to the presenter Upon completion of this behavior (which

Elele was trained on earlier), the sample presenter was in

structed to bring the sample object into view in air. After

a 5 sec viewing period, the sample was removed from the dol

phin's view and the alternative presenters stood and held

their objects out for the dolphin to view. To be correct,

Elele was required to swim to the object physically identi

cal to the sample and remain in front of it for 3 sec. A

blind observer with no knowledge of the identity of the sam-
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ple jUdged the dolphin's responses. If the dolphin chose

correctly, she was received a fish reward and "praise" from

the trainer (i.e., the trainer presented a number of secon

dary reinforcers, cheering vocally, clapping their hands,

etc.). The trainer then signaled to Elele to return to the

remote station and await the start of the next trial. If

Elele chose incorrectly, the trainer tapped the tank wall

twice and then signaled her to return to the remote station,

and wait for the start of the next trial. A minimum inter

trial interval (ITI) of 25 sec was used throughout this test

and all other matching tests in this study.

Two sessions of 24 trials each were run with Set 1 ob

jects. They were balanced for sample identity, side on

which the matching alternative appeared, and number of times

a particular object appeared to the left or right of the

sample. Trials were ordered pseudo-randomly in such a way

that the matching alternative appeared on one particular

side on no more than three successive trials. Likewise, the

same object appeared as sample or on a particular side on no

more than three successive trials.

Results and Discussion

Elele performed well with the novel objects in v-v MTS.

In the first session she was correct on 23 (95.8%) of 24

trials including 11 of the first 12 trials (p < .001, by the
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cumulative binomial test).2 She continued to perform well

in the second session matching correctly on all trials. Her

near-ceiling performance with unfamiliar objects provides

strong evidence that Elele was employing a generalized

matching rule to solve the new problems given her.

Part 2. E-V Recognition

Following success in v-v MTS with Set 1 objects, Elele

was trained in E-V MTS using the same set. Over several

steps she learned to inspect echoically a sample object held

underwater behind a visually opaque screen and then to find

a match for that object from among two alternative objects

held in air.

Method

Apparatus. To present objects to the dolphin's echoic sense

but not to its visual sense, an "echoic" box was constructed

which allowed the transmittance of echolocation signals but

not visual signals. Figure 3 is a computer-scanned photo-

graph showing a front view of the echoic box. consisting in

part of a frame made from 6.35 cm diameter pvc tUbing, the

box measured 1 m high, 1.01 m wide, and .6 m deep. The two

sides and the back of the box consisted of overlapping 1.59

cm thick by 9.52 cm wide redwood slats each set at an angle

2 Unless otherwise noted, all reported p values are for the cumulative binomial test with a chance
probability of .5.
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Figure 3. A front view of the echoic box used to display
sample objects in the Echoic-visual Matching-to-Sample task
(E-V). During MTS tests, the box is suspended inside the
tank and fills with sea water.
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of approximately 15-20° from vertical facing upwards. The

bottom of the box extended approximately .8m below the water

surface and was covered by a thin sheet of gray PVC. A

small rectangular area at the back of this sheet was open to

allow water to flow into the box. The "key" feature of the

box was a thin sheet of black opaque plexiglas (101.6 cm

wide, 67.31 cm high, and .32 cm thick), attached to the

front of the box. When the box was suspended underwater in-

side the dolphin's tank for testing purposes, the plexiglas

became a good transmitter of echolocation sounds3 but

remained visually opaque (i.e., the dolphin could not see

through it). Thus, objects suspended underwater inside the

box were echoically salient. The redwood slats also aided

in echoic inspection of objects suspended in the box by ab-

sorbing some sound (see Johnson, 1967) and preventing echoic

signals from reflecting off the tank wall and interfering

with echoes from the objects. Also, the angles of the red-

wood slats helped disperse extraneous echoic signals from

the tank wall. An additional feature of the box was an

automobile rearview mirror attached to the top of the PVC

frame above the plexiglas shield and facing the back of the

box. The mirror allowed an observer to easily view the dol-

phin underwater in front of the box.

3 Plexiglas has a similar density 1.18g/cm J (Society for automotive engineering, 1969), to salt water
l.03g/cmJ (Gross, 1982), and thus provides minimal impedance to sounds traveling through the salt
water. An earlier pilot experiment confirmed this by showing that a dolphin could accurately report the
position of an air-filled container located behind a sheet of opaque plexiglas identical to that used in the
current experiment. The position of the container (right or left) varied randomly across test trials.
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Materials. The same objects used in Part 1 for v-v MTS were

used here for E-V MTS. Objects appearing in the echoic box

were hand-held at least 10.2 cm below the water's surface

(this varied depending on the size of the object) and ap

proximately 5.1 cm from the plexiglas shield, unless other

wise noted. Alternative object presenters wore white T

shirts and opaque goggles as described for v-v MTS in

Part 1. The alternative objects were presented in air ap

proximately 3.10 m to the right and left of the echoic box

in which the sample object appeared.

Procedure. In the final configuration of E-V MTS, Elele in

spected echoically an object suspended in the echoic box and

then chose an identical object from two suspended in air

(see Figure 4). However, since Elele had never been re

quired to use echolocation in any previous task it was nec

essary to first train her to use this sense to inspect what

was being displayed inside the echoic box. It was also nec

essary to habituate her to the echoic box and to familiarize

her with the E-V MTS task. This was accomplished in a

series of steps. Each step was run until the dolphin

achieved a criterion of two consecutive sessions of at least

75% correct responses. Each session consisted of 24 trials.

Trials within sessions were balanced according to the rules

described in Part 1, unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 4. Artist's rendering of the Echoic-Visual Matching
to-Sample Task (E-V) in which sample Objects are displayed
underwater inside the echoic box and alternative objects are
displayed in air.
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step 1. Here, the sample object was presented under

water in the open tank, where presumably it could be in

spected through echolocation as well as through vision, and

the alternative objects were presented in air. No echoic

box was used.

The trial-by-trial procedure was identical to that de

scribed in Part 1 for v-v MTS except that when the sample

object was brought into view from behind the tank wall it

was immediately sUbmerged under water in front of the

dolphin. It was subsequently removed and hidden again be

hind the tank wall after 5 sec. had elapsed. The alterna

tive objects were presented in air as soon as the sample

object was out of view.

step 2. Here, the echoic box was used for the first

time. However, the opaque plexiglas shield was removed from

the front of the box in order to habituate Elele to working

with the box. Trial-by-trial procedures were identical to

those used in step 1 except that sample objects were held

underwater inside the echoic box approximately 5.1 cm from

the front edge and were not removed from the box prior to

the alternatives being presented.

step 3. This step was identical to step 2 except that

clear .33 cm plexiglas was attached to the front of the

echoic box. Presumably the dolphin could still use both
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vision and echolocation to inspect sample objects in the

box. Eight sessions were run in this manner. For the first

six sessions the sample object was held underwater in the

apparatus. In the final two sessions, the sample object was

suspended underwater in the apparatus from monofilament

fishing line.

step 4. Here, the black opaque plexiglas shield was

substituted for the clear plexiglas screen used in step 3.

The sample objects were suspended in the box from

monofilament line and remained in the box while the alterna-

tives were presented in air.

Prior to each trial the trainer, interacting with Elele

at the remote station (described in Part 1), was instructed

to position Elele's head so that her melon (the structure

from which echolocation signals emanate forward in a narrow,

directional beam) was facing away from the echoic box. This

positioning prevented Elele from prematurely inspecting the

contents of the echoic box using echolocation, since any

echolocation signals generated would be transmitted away

from the box. Also the trainer was instructed to occlude

Elele's vision by covering her eyes with the trainer's

hands. 4 with Elele's vision occluded and her head facing

4 The effectiveness of occluding Elele's vision using the trainer's hands was tested separately. In this
test the trainer covered Elele's eyes with his hands. Another trainer signed several gestural commands
familiar to Elele directly in front of her covered eyes. These signals instructed Elele to perform
different behaviors. With her eyes covered Elele responded to none of these gestures. However, she did
respond correctly when the hands covering her eyes were moved to an area adjacent to the eye.
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away from the box, the sample presenter carefully suspended

the sample object inside the box. Then, Elele was signaled

to approach the box and touch the plexiglas shield with her

rostrum. After a single touch, the alternatives were pre

sented in air as they had been in previous steps. Elele's

required response to these alternatives was again identical

to that described in Part 1 for v-v MTS.

The objects from Set 1 were placed into fixed pairs as

shown in Figure 1. For the purposes of testing, a "unique

trial type" was defined as a trial in which the sample and

distractor objects were from one pair and the matching ob

ject (S+) appeared to either the left or right of the sam

ple. Given that there are three pairs in the set, there are

12 unique trial types per set (2 objects as sample per pair

x 3 pairs x 2 positions of the S+). Each of these unique

trial types was tested and the overall score served as a

measure of immediacy of recognition of these objects. If the

dolphin scored 10 or better on the first occurrence of these

12 trials (p < .05) it would be considered evidence for im

mediate E-V recognition of the objects tested.

Step 5. To encourage the use of echolocation, the task

was temporarily changed from MTS to a two-alternative

forced-choice discrimination between a 16-oz opaque plastic

container filled with sea water and an identical container
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filled with air. On each trial the containers were hand

held together by a trainer and placed simultaneously under

water and separated from each other by approximately .5 m.

Each hand holding a container was placed at the rear of the

container. The particular container holding water was var

ied from trial to trial on a random basis. Elele's task was

to indicate which container was filled with air. The re

sponse was trained by first presenting the pair of contain

ers in the open tank with no box present, and guiding Elele

to touch the empty container with her rostrum. This was ac

complished by having the trainer actively touch the air

filled container to the dolphin's rostrum. When Elele was

reliably choosing the air-filled container in the presence

of the water-filled container the echoic box was introduced

and the containers were placed outside of and in front of

the box (the trainer stood inside the box). Training pro

ceeded rapidly and the containers were finally moved inside

of the box behind the opaque plexiglas sheet. Twenty-four

trials were run in this final condition. During these tri

als an assistant, unaware of Elele's position or the posi

tion of the containers, listened to Elele's vocalizations

using a Labcore customized hydrophone, uncalibrated and sen

sitive to 17 kHz placed at the rear of the box. The hydro

phone was attached through shielded cabling to an Archer

customized mini-amplifier (Cat no. 227-1008B). The ampli

fier was connected to a Marantz cassette recorder (Model
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PMD430), which had a response frequency ranging up to 17

kHz. Realistic Nova 55 earphones plugged into the tape

recorder allowed for monitoring of echolocation signals.

step 6. This step returned Elele to the MTS procedure

in which a sample object (hand-held) was presented under

water inside the echoic box fronted by opaque plexiglas. As

an interim step, the alternative Objects were held under

water in the open tank. Thus, while the sample object could

be inspected only through echolocation, the alternative ob

jects were available to both echolocation and vision.

The trial-by-trial procedure remained the same as step

4 with one important change. While Elele was at the remote

station with eyes covered (see footnote 4), the sample ob

ject was placed softly inside the box and held either to the

right or left side of the plexiglas (the side varied ran

domly over trials). In order to insure that Elele was at

tending to the sample Object echoically, she was required to

report on its location by touching her rostrum to the posi

tion on the plexiglas corresponding to the correct position

of the sample (much in the same way as she had done with the

air-filled container placed in the box, in step 5). If Elele

reported accurately, the alternative objects were presented.

If she reported inaccurately, she was signaled to return to

her station and the trial was re-run immediately. The

right/left positions of the objects held behind the
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of the trials the position of the sample object within the

box was concordant with the side of the matching alternative

object and on half of the trials the position of the sample

object was discordant with the side of the matching alterna

tive object.

step 7. Finally, Elele was returned to step 4, failed

previously, in which the sample object was presented to the

echoic sense only and the alternatives to the visual sense

only (i.e., the sample was presented in the echoic box be

hind opaque plexiglas and the alternatives were presented in

air). For each session, twelve test trials of the type de

scribed above were interposed among 12 trials of the type

described in step 6 in which the alternatives were presented

underwater in the open tank.

Results and Discussion

Over the course of E-V MTS training the length of ses

sions within the different steps varied considerably. Ses

sions in which less than 24 trials occurred were usually due

either to several mini-sessions of particular steps being

run together or to factors beyond the experimenter's con

trol(e.g., a refusal by the dolphin to continue participat

ing in trials). Also, each step consisted of a variable

number of sessions since criterion could be reached in as
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few as two sessions. A total of 28 sessions were run in or

der to complete all seven steps.

step 1. Elele had no difficulty handling sample objects

being placed underwater in front of her. She passed the

criterion in the minimum of two sessions, matching correctly

on 11 (84.6%) of 13 trials in Session 1 and 7 (87.5%) of 8

trials in Session 2. Both of these performance scores are

significantly above chance levels (p < .05).

Step 2. Two sessions were run in this configuration. Elele

showed some fear response to approaching the echoic box in

the first session (e.g., swimming past the box quickly

without stopping in front of the presenter), which was ended

after seven trials. However on the trials in which she did

participate in this session, she was quite accurate in the

matching task, scoring six correct responses out of seven

trials (85.7%). She showed little apprehension in the

second session which she completed without incident, scoring

19 correct responses out of 24 trials (79.2%). Thus, Elele

again met the criterion in the minimum number of sessions.

Step 3. Figure 5 shows Elele's matching accuracy over time

(in sessions) with sample objects placed in the echoic box

and suspended behind clear plexiglas. It took six sessions

for Elele to reach criterion in this configuration and her



Figure 5. Acquisition of E-V MTS with clear plexiglas
fronting the echoic box. Objects were hand-held in sessions
1-6 and they were suspended from monofilament fishing line
in Sessions 7 and 8. The number of trials conducted in each
session appear above each data point.
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performance accuracy over these sessions collapsed together

is quite high (96 correct responses out of 121 trials). The

seventh session, with the objects suspended by monofilament

line, was aborted after only four trials, all correct,

because Elele discontinued approaching the echoic box.

However, Elele recovered well scoring 87.5% correct matches

in the final session of this manipulation. Thus, by the end

of this step Elele appeared habituated to the echoic box and

was ready to be tested on true E-V MTS with opaque plexiglas

fronting the box.

step 4. Figure 6 shows Elele's overall performance on the

twelve unique trial types tested in true E-V MTS. Elele was

correct on only seven of these trials (p > .05) and

therefore did not demonstrate immediate E-V recognition, ac

cording to the transfer criterion outlined earlier. Fur

thermore, errors occurred on all three pairs of objects.

One possible explanation for this failure to generalize to

the condition with opaque plexiglas fronting the box was

that Elele was not using echolocation to inspect objects in

the box, and that her success in the previous step was a re

sult of her relying solely on vision. Given this possibil

ity, the two-alternative forced choice echoic task was

initiated to train Elele to use echolocation to inspect the

contents of the echoic box.
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step 5. The two-alternative forced choice echoic task

proved quite easy for Elele. She performed well throughout

the successive approximations to the final training stage,

scoring 121 correct responses out of 140 trials (86.4%).

The entire procedure took only six sessions and in the final

condition Elele was correct on 23 (96.0%) of 24 trials.

Throughout these trials, the assistant listening to the

underwater sounds reported hearing echolocation clicks at

particular times. These times appeared to be correlated

positively with the event of Elele making a choice between

the two alternative containers located behind the front

panel of the box. Echolocation clicks were not heard in

between trials, when the dolphin was at station interacting

socially with the trainer. Hence, echolocation through the

opaque front panel of the box appeared to be secured.

step 6. In the first session of this step Elele participated

in only three trials, all resulting in correct responses,

before aborting the session. As an attempted remedy, the

trainer moved the remote station from outside the tank to a

center position inside the tank where he fed and signaled

the dolphin to approach the echoic box. Four sessions were

conducted in this manner. Elele performed well in all

sessions, scoring well above 80% correct in the final three

(see Figure 6). Unfortunately, the number of trials she was

willing to participate in decreased dramatically from 24 to
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18 to 12 and finally to 6. She was correct on 17 (70.8%),

16 (88.9%), 11 (91.7%), and 6 (100%) trials respectively in

these sessions. In lieu of the small number of trials being

run at the end of this series, the trainer returned the

remote station to the previous tankside position for the

remain~ng sessions. In this final configuration Elele

easily met criterion in the following two sessions of 24

trials, scoring 23 and 24 correct responses, respectively,

and she showed no aversion to approaching the echoic box.

Therefore, by the end of this step, Elele was successfully

inspecting echoically objects suspended in the echoic box.

However, because alternative objects appeared underwater in

the open tank, it was unclear whether these objects were

being inspected through vision, echolocation, or through a

combination of the two senses.

Step 7. When the E-V MTS configuration from Step 6 was taken

a step further and the alternative objects were presented in

air (as they had been originally in Step 4, failed earlier),

Elele performed as well as when the alternatives appeared

underwater in the open tank. The results of the two test

sessions appear in Figure 6. In session 1, Elele performed

without error on the twelve unique-trial types of the fixed

pairs of Set 1 with the alternative objects presented in

air. She performed equally well in that session with the

alternative objects placed underwater in the open tank. Her
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performance in this session differs dramatically with an

identical test run earlier in step 4 (see Figure 6). In the

second session, Elele continued performing well scoring 10

correct matches out of 12 trials with the alternatives held

in air and 12 correct matches out of 12 trials with the

alternatives held underwater in the open tank. Over all

"true" E-V MTS trials then, Elele was correct on 22 of 24

trials (91.7%). Similarly, she was correct on all 24 trials

in which the sample appeared to the echoic sense and the

comparisons were held underwater (available to both vision

and echolocation). There was no significant difference in

performance across these conditions (x2 (N=48, 1) = .52, R >

.OS}. This was therefore the first successful test of true

E-V cross-modal matching with Elele. At the conclusion,

Elele was able to inspect one of six Objects using echoloca

tion exclusively and then find the match for that object

using vision.
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Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, Elele's capability for E-V MTS was es

tablished after numerous trials with a set of objects which

had been exposed to both her echoic and visual systems un

derwater in the open tank. The set had also been presented

in v-v MTS prior to E-V testing. To examine for immediacy

of recognition in E-V MTS, a novel set of objects, Set 2 was

tested (Part 1). Tests of v-v MTS were conducted (Part 2)

only after E-V MTS tests were completed.

Part 1. E-V Recognition

Method

Apparatus and Materials. The same echoic box used in Ex

periment 1 was used in this part. A set of six novel ob

jects, labeled Set 2 in Figure 1, was used for testing and

was placed into fixed pairs for initial tests. Two of the

pairs were made of similar materials (metal and plastic, re

spectively) and one pair consisted of mixed materials (one

object was made of metal, the other of rubber tUbing filled

with sand). Similar materials within some pairs were used

to encourage Elele to discriminate objects echoically using

differences in shape as the basis for discrimination.
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Procedure.

Habituation. Prior to any testing, Elele was pre

exposed to all objects from Set 2 in separate visual- and

echoic-habituation tasks (Elele did not experience objects

simultaneously with both senses in this procedure). Habitu

ation was conducted to preclude any adverse effects on test

performance from possible neophobia and/or stimulus percep

tion development (cf., Oden, Thompson, & Premack, 1988).

Such effects have been found in some matching studies with

animals including, sea lions (Pack, Herman, & Roitblat,

1991), dolphins (Shaw, 1990), monkeys (D'Amato, Salmon, &

Colombo, 1985), and pigeons (Zentall & Hogan, 1978), and

have made assessments of the immediacy of generalization of

the matching rule to novel stimuli difficult.

a. Visual habituation. Twelve objects were used

in the visual habituation task. six of these were from Set

1 which was already familiar to Elele and the remaining six

were novel and from Set 2. Familiar objects were interposed

with novel objects to help curtail any disruptive effects of

the novel objects. The task consisted of exposing each ob

ject three times in air to the dolphin for several seconds.

A single session of visual habituation was conducted. On

each exposure, Elele was signaled to follow her trainer from

the remote station to another station 11.9 m around the pe

rimeter of the tank. The trainer signaled the "pay
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attention" gesture (described in Experiment 1), and then

presented an object in air for Elele to view. Elele was

required to touch the object once with her rostrum to insure

her attention. After a touch, the trainer removed the

object from view behind the tank wall and praised Elele so

cially and gave her a fish reward, occasionally. Then Elele

returned to the remote station for social interaction with

the trainer. A total of 36 exposures, separated into three,

twelve-exposure blocks, were run in this fashion. Each ob

ject appeared once in a random position in each block in or

der to adequately space exposures apart.

b. Echoic habituation. Following visual habitu

ation, Echoic habituation was conducted. For this task the

echoic box was placed at a station 11.9 m around the tank

wall from the remote station. The same 12 objects used in

visual habituation were used in echoic habituation. On each

exposure one of the objects was placed quietly in the box

and hand-held by an assistant to either the left or right of

the box (as described in Part 2, step 6 of Experiment 1)

while the Elele's eyes were covered by the trainer's hands

and her melon was positioned pointing away from the box as

in Experiment 1. The trainer looked away from the box as

well and therefore had no knowledge of which object was

being placed in the box. with the object secured in the

box, the trainer signaled the dolphin to approach the box
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and touch the opaque plexiglas in the position corresponding

to the position of the object. The trainer judged that the

dolphin had accomplished this by viewing her action through

the mirror (Elele could not see through the mirror). If

Elele reported the position of the object correctly, she

received social praise and occasionally a fish from the

trainer. If she reported incorrectly she was signaled to

return to the remote station and the next exposure in the

pre-planned schedule was conducted. If Elele showed an

avoidance of the box with a particular object suspended in

side it (e.g., by swimming around the tank rapidly after in

itially approaching the box), the trainer first waited at

the box (for approximately 30 sec) to see if Elele would

eventually return on her own and complete the exposure

trial. If Elele did not return within this time interval,

the trainer returned to the remote station, signaled Elele

to return to the remote station, and continued with the next

exposure in the schedule. A total of 36 echoic exposures

were conducted in this manner, three with each object. Each

object appeared once in each block of 12 exposures and the

order of objects within blocks was randomized.

E-V testing. This was begun the day following visual

and echoic habituation. It was accomplished in a series of

four steps.
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step 1. Twelve unique trial-types were con

structed from the fixed pairs of objects in Set 2 and tested

for immediacy of recognition in E-V MTS. The twelve trial

types were inserted as single-trial probes within 24

"baseline" trials. Baseline trials were composed of mixed

pairs (pairings other than those indicated in Figure 1), of

objects from Set 1. The test took place over two

consecutive sessions, each consisting of six trials using

Set 2 objects and six trials using Set 1 objects.

The trial-by-trial procedures were identical to those

described in Part 2, step 7 of Experiment 1 with the excep

tion that all sample Objects were exposed in the echoic box

and all alternatives were exposed in air (Le., "true" E-V

MTS).

Step 2. Immediately following the test for imme

diacy of E-V recognition, a replication of the entire test

was run with the trials arranged in a different order than

in the initial test. For this replication the alternative

objects were presented underwater in the open tank (see Part

2, Step 6 in Experiment 1).

Step 3. Following the replication of the initial

test, additional E-V MTS tests with Set 2 were conducted.

Each session consisted of nine trials with Set 2 Objects in

mixed pairs interposed among nine trials with Set 1 objects
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in mixed pairs. Mixed pairs of objects were used to enhance

discrimination opportunities for Set 2 and thereby assist

Elele in acquiring the E-V task with this set. Additionally

for each of these sessions, the sample object was presented

in the echoic box and the alternative objects were held

under water in the open tank. A criterion of at least 16

correct matches out of 18 consecutive probes was established

before re-testing of "pure" E-V MTS with Set 2 could pro

ceed.

Step 4. Once criterion had been reached in step

3, a re-test of "pure" E-V MTS was conducted. The test con

sisted of two sessions of nine trials from Set 2 interposed

with nine trials from Set 1, in which sample objects always

appeared in the echoic box and alternative objects always

appeared in air.

Results and Discussion

Visual and Echoic Habituation. Elele showed no reluctance

to contact objects in the visual habituation task. In

echoic habituation she reported the position of the object

correctly on 33 (91.7%) of 36 trials. Both of her errors

were with objects from Set 1 and she never showed a reluc

tance to approach the echoic box when a novel object from

Set 2 was suspended inside it. Therefore, the habituation
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procedure was considered successful and the E-V test pro

ceeded without delay.

E-V Testing.

step 1. The results of all four steps appear in Figure

7. As is clear from this histogram, the test of immediacy

of E-V recognition with Set 2 objects was failed by Elele.

Although she was correct on 19 of 24 baseline trials with

Set 1 (p < .05), she was correct on only 5 of 12 trials with

Set 2 (p > .05). Furthermore, her errors with Set 2 were

spread across the three pairs of objects.

Step 2. The subsequent replication of the initial test

with alternative objects presented underwater in the open

tank yielded similar results to the initial test (see Figure

7): Elele was correct on all 24 baseline trials, but she

was correct on only 6 of the 12 probe trials with Set 2.

Likewise, her errors were spread across the three pairs of

objects. Thus, the method of allowing the alternatives to

be inspected visually as well as echoically did not result

in spontaneous accurate E-V MTS performance.

Step 3. Elele reached criterion during the sixth and

seventh E-V MTS sessions using mixed object pairs and alter

native objects exposed under water in the open tank: she re

sponded correctly on eight of nine trials with Set 2 (p <

.05) and on all nine baseline trials in each of these
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sessions, respectively. Her matching accuracy collapsed

over all sessions for each set of objects appears in Figure

7. Overall, Elele was correct on 49 of 63 trials (77.8%)

with Set 2 objects and she was correct on all 63 baseline

trials. Elele's responses to each pairing of objects can be

found in Table 1. It is evident from this response matrix

that Elele had more difficulty with some object pairs than

others and performed significantly better with some objects

serving as sample than with others across all distracters.

In particular the plastic Ironing Board (IB) seemed to cause

confusion; Elele was correct on only 2 of 10 trials with

this object acting as sample. Contrast this with her near

perfect performance with ST, SH, and HM, in which she scored

9, 11, and 10 correct matches out of 10, 11, and 11 trials,

respectively. Even with some difficult objects, Elele man

aged to pass the criterion. Whether this occurred as a re

sult of the use of mixed pairs, a combination of mixed pairs

and the presentation of the alternative objects underwater,

or simply as a result of extended training is di.fficult to

determine.

steo 4. Once Elele passed criterion in step 3, she was

re-tested in "true" E-V MTS with Set 2 objects. In this re

test, Elele was correct on 16 of 18 E-V trials with Set 2

(p< .001) and on all 18 E-V baseline trials (see Figure 7).

There was no significant difference in performance between
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Table 1.-- Elele's responses in E-V MTS using Set 2 with
sample objects presented in the echoic box and alternatives
presented underwater in the open tank. The first number in
each cell is the number of correct matches and the second
number is the total number of trials given of that particu
lar configuration of sample and distractor object. Objects
in Set 2 are denoted by two-letter codes: PH = Wrought-iron
plant support, ST = Steel chair base, RH = Sand-filled rub
ber hose, SH = Steel shelf holder, IB = Plastic toy ironing
board, HM = Hard plastic motorcycle helmet.

2/2 11/11

2/10

8/10

9/10

9/11

10/11

49/63

TotalHM

2/2

2/2

2/2

IB

2/2

3/3

2/2

2/2

Distractor

ST RH SH

S PH 2/2 0/2

a ST 2/2 1/2

m RH 2/2 1/2

P SH 2 2 3/3 2/2

1 IB 1/2 0/2 0/2 1/2

e HM 2/2 1/2 3/3 2/2

Total 9/10 7/11 9/11 5/10
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these two conditions (x 2 (li=36 , 1) =.53, R > .05). Thus,

Elele could perform "true" E-V MTS with Set 2 objects but

only after a number of training aids were employed. She

showed neither immediate nor rapid acquisition of E-V MTS

with this novel set.

Part 2. V-V Recognition

Method

Two test sessions, each consisting of nine V-V MTS

trials with Set 2 interposed among nine V-V MTS baseline

trials with Set 1 were conducted. The same procedures and

protocols for V-V MTS described in Experiment 1 were used

here. The first 12 trials using Set 2 were the unique

trial-types for this set using the fixed pairs indicated in

Figure 1. Pairs were mixed for the remaining trials.

Results and Discussion

Elele showed immediate recognition of the Set 2 objects

in V-V MTS. Overall she was correct on 17 (94.4%) of the 18

trials with Set 2 including 11 of the first 12 trials (p <

.001). She was also correct on all 18 baseline trials.

Thus, Elele continued to perform well in v-V MTS even with

the initial difficulty encountered prior to this test in E-V

MTS with objects from Set 2. Furthermore, her difficulty in

E-V MTS with certain pairs of objects does not seem to be
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due to an inability to discriminate visually between these

pairs.
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Experiment 3

In Part 1 of this experiment Elele was trained to rec

ognize an object echoically that she had experienced earlier

through echolocation (E-E MTS). In Part 2, Elele was pre

sented with the task of recognizing an object echoically

that she had experienced earlier through vision (V-E MTS).

Part 1. E-E Recognition

For E-E MTS, it was necessary that Elele become experi

enced in working with three echoic boxes in her tank: a cen

tral box in which the sample object appeared and two other

boxes, to the right side and left side of the central box,

in which the alternative objects appeared. In addition to

habituating to the presence of all three boxes, Elele had to

learn to press a response paddle attached to an alternative

box.

Method

Apparatus.

Echoic Box for Sample objects. The echoic box in which

sample objects were presented was identical to that de

scribed in Experiment 1.

Echoic Boxes for Alternative Objects. The echoic boxes

in which alternative objects were presented were placed 3.1

m to the right and left of the central box. Each
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alternative box, shown in Figure 8, was identical to the

echoic box in which the sample was presented with several

additional features. First, a 91.4 cm high by 101.6 cm long

sheet of .32 cm thick plywood was attached to the top front

of each alternative box above the plexiglas shield. Second,

a 172 cm wide by 102.87 cm wide sheet of plywood was

attached, above the redwood slats, to the side of each

alternative box closest to the central box. Third, a 121.92

cm wide by 102.87 cm high sheet of plywood was attached,

above the redwood slats, to the side of the box furthest

from the central box. These three sheets acted as shields,

preventing the dolphin from seeing objects being placed in

or taken out of the alternative boxes, and preventing the

alternative presenters from seeing either the sample

presenter or the dolphin. Additionally, each alternative

box was fitted on the side furthest from the central box

with a response paddle. The paddle consisted of a circular

PVC disc coated with a layer of hardened silicone gel. The

disc was suspended underwater vertically and perpendicular

to the plexiglas sheet on the box. It was attached to the

box by a PVC tube which extended from the water's surface

into the air 81.28 cm. At the point where the tube

connected to the box, a pivot was fashioned. When the disc

was pushed, the portion of the tube above the pivot point

would deflect in the opposite direction. A red buoy
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Figure 8a. Front view of one of the echoic boxes used to
display alternative objects in pure echoic MTS tasks (E-E).
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Figure 8b. Side view of one of the echoic boxes used to dis
play alternative objects in pure echoic MTS tasks (E-E).
Note that one of the side blinders used on the boxes is ab
sent from the scanned photographs.
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attached to the top of the tube made jUdging pushes of the

response paddle quite salient to an observer.

Materials. Sets 1 and 2 were used for training E-E MTS (see

Figure 1). A set of six novel objects, labeled Set 3 in

Figure 9, was used to test for immediacy of E-E MTS recogni

tion. Three fixed pairs of Objects were constructed from

this set as shown in Figure 9. Two pairs were made of simi

lar materials, metal and PVC, respectively; one of the PVC

objects was sand-filled while the other was solid. The fi

nal pair was made of completely different materials; one ob

ject was made of brick, the other of metal.

Procedure. Training the E-E MTS task occurred in several

steps. In the final version of the task, shown in Figure

10, three echoic boxes were used. Elele was required to

first to inspect echoically a sample object suspended in the

central box and then to press the response paddle attached

to the side echoic box containing the alternative Object

which was physically identical to the sample object.

step 1. In this step, three echoic boxes were used.

The box in which the sample was presented was fronted by

opaque plexiglas and the boxes in which the alternative ob

jects were presented were fronted by clear plexiglas.

Elele was trained in use of the three boxes and the re

sponse paddles until she achieved a criterion of 80% correct

matches or better over two consecutive sessions. Both Sets
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SET 3

Sand-filled
PVC "U" (PU)

PVC flange
(PD)

Steel
letter tray (TR)

~.

Steel
"C" clamp (CL)

Stainless steel
cooking spoons (TS)

It
Cement brick

rnn

Set 4

Aluminum
tube (AT)

Aluminum
bar (AB)

Steel
muffin pan (MP)

White steel
wheel rim (RM)

Ceramic china
dinner plate (Pl)

Ceramic china
fish statuette (SU)

Figure 9. objects from Sets 3 and 4 used in matching tasks.
Objects in fixed pairs in each set appear one above the
other.
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Figure 10. Artist's rendering of the Echoic-Echoic MTS task
(E-E) in which sample objects appear in the central echoic
box and alternative objects appear in the side echoic boxes.
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1 and 2 were used within each session, however objects from

these sets were never mixed together. Each trial was begun

with Ele1e at the remote station with her trainer. Elele's

eyes were covered by the trainer's hands and her melon was

positioned facing away from the boxes (as described in

Experiment 1), while the sample object was placed in the

central echoic box (along with two "masking objects", which

were promptly removed as soon as the sample object was in

position - see section on Controls below). The sample

object was hand-held to either the left or right side of the

plexiglas according to a randomized and balanced schedule.

Elele's eyes were then uncovered and she was signaled to

approach the central box and report the position of the

sample object behind the plexiglas, exactly as she had done

in Experiment 2 in E-V MTS. Following an accurate report,

the alternative presenters were signaled to present their

objects in the alternative boxes. For a correct response

Elele was required to swim to the box containing the object

identical to the sample and press the paddle attached to

that box. Since clear plexiglas fronted the side echoic

boxes, Elele could in theory use vision as well as echoloca

tion to inspect the objects in the side echoic boxes.

Controls. As a control to guard against Elele

using passive listening to identify the objects contained in

the echoic boxes by the splash they made when hitting the

water, a masking procedure was used. In this procedure,
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anytime an object was placed in an echoic box (either the

central box or an alternative box), it was accompanied by

two other objects. These objects, termed "masking objects,"

acted as acoustic masks, creating a large splash, greater

than that associated with any.individual object. After all

objects had been placed underwater, the two masking objects

would be removed. In the central box, the acoustic masks

always cons~sted of the non-matching object and some other

arbitrary object from the set which varied from trial to

trial. In the box containing the matching alternative ob

ject, one of the masks was identical to the non-matching al

ternative object and the other mask was an arbitrary object,

identical to the third mask used in the central box. Simi

larly, in the box containing the non-matching alternative

object, one of the masks was identical to the matching al

ternative object and the other was an arbitrary object,

identical to the third mask used in the central box. Thus

on each trial, identical objects were always placed in both

alternative boxes as well as in the central box. Theoreti

cally, the same splash sound would emanate from each box on

each trial, preventing the dolphin from using passive lis

tening to identify the particular object suspended in a box.

Other controls were similar to those used in E-V and V

V MTS. First, the persons presenting the objects and masks

in the alternative boxes had no knowledge of what sample was

being presented and did not know whether the object being
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suspended in their box was the match or the non-match.

Second, the persons presenting the sample and masks in the

central box had no knowledge of which alternative box con

tained the match. Third, a blind observer, with no knowl

edge of the identity of the objects in the boxes judged the

dolphin's responses. Finally, the balancing rules for ses

sions and the reinforcement contingencies for correct re

sponses and errors were identical to those described in

Experiment 2.

Step 2. Following habituation and training in Step 1,

Elele was tested in "true" E-E MTS with opaque plexiglas

fronting all three boxes, using Sets 1 and 2. A total of 54

trials were conducted with each set. The first 12 trials

tested were the unique trial-types of the three fixed pairs

of objects from each set. Three sessions of 18 trials each

were conducted with each set. Sessions consisted of nine

trials using Set 1 objects interposed among nine trials

using Set 2 objects. Following the first 12 trials with

each set, pairings became mixed within sets. The trial-by

trial procedures including the controls were identical to

those described in Step 1.

Step 3. Following successful transfer with Sets 1 and 2

to the "true" E-E MTS condition, Elele was pre-exposed to

Set 3 objects echoically by using a habituation procedure,
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nearly identical to that described in Experiment 2. The

only difference was that two "masking objects" were placed

underwater in the echoic box along with the object being

pre-exposed and were then promptly removed. Twelve objects

were used for echoic habituation: six from Set 1 and six

from Set 3. When an object from Set 1 was being pre

exposed, the masks were two other objects from Set 1. When

an object from Set 3 was being pre-exposed, the one mask was

an object chosen randomly from Set 3 (not identical to pre

exposed object) and the other mask was an object chosen

randomly from Set 1. A total of 36 pre-exposures were

given, three with each object.

Immediately following echoic habituation, Elele's abil

ity to perform E-E MTS with Set 3 was tested; no visual

habituation was conducted. A test for immediate E-E recog

nition of objects from Set 3 was conducted using the 12

unique trial-types described earlier. The test was given in

two sessions. Each session consisted of six trials using

Set 3 interposed among 12 trials from Set 1. The trial-by

trial procedure was identical to that described for E-E MTS

tests in step 2.

Results and Discussion

Step 1. A total of 23 sessions were conducted using opaque

plexiglas on the center echoic box and clear plexiglas on
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the side boxes until criterion was achieved with Sets 1 and

2. Elele performed well throughout this training scoring

141 correct matches out of 150 trials with Set 1 objects

(94.0%) and scoring 112 correct matches out of 131 trials

with Set 2 objects (85.5%) (see Figure 11).

Step 20 Elele also performed well with opaque plexiglas

fronting all three echoic boxes. The results of the initial

12 trials with Sets 1 and 2 indicate positive transfer from

the training to the testing situation; Elele was correct on

10 of 12 trials (83.3%) with Set 1 and on all 12 trials with

Set 2 (p < .05 and p < .001, respectively). Apparently,

Elele was able to immediately recognize echoically objects

from Sets 1 and 2 that she had experienced earlier through

echolocation, even though she had been trained using a pro

cedure in which both echoic information and visual informa

tion were available during the choice of alternatives.

Following these successful transfer tests, Elele con

tinued to perform well with Sets 1 and 2. Overall she was

correct on 47 (87.0%) of 54 trials with Set 1 and on 50

(92.6%) of 54 trials with Set 2 (see Figure 11)0

Step 30 Elele demonstrated immediate recognition of the

novel objects comprising Set 3 in E-E MTS. She was correct

on 10 (83.3%) of the 12 unique trials tested (p < 005)0 She

was also correct on 21 (88.9%) of the 24 baseline trials
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Figure 11. Matching performance in E-E MTS with Sets 1, 2,
and 3. In each step, a "+" indicates that the described
feature is present and a "_" indicates that the described
feature is absent. The numbers of trials in each test are
shown above each bar.
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with Set 1. Her performance is impressive given her vast

experience in v-v MTS and her relatively minimal experience

in E-E MTS. The results imply that Elele was able to apply

a generalized matching rule to new objects inspected echoi

cally.

Part 2. V-E Recognition

In Experiments 1 and 2, Elele's ability to perform E-V

cross-modal matching was established. Here, her ability to

perform the alternate cross-modal task (V-E MTS) was deter

mined. This was accomplished in several steps.

Method

Apparatus and Materials. For V-E MTS sample objects were

presented in air (as they had been for V-V MTS in Experi

ments 1 and 2). Alternative objects were presented in the

same alternative echoic boxes described in Part 1 of the

current experiment. The boxes were placed 3.1 m to the left

and right of the sample presenter and were fronted by opaque

plexiglas.

Sets 1 and 2 (Figure 1), were used for initial transfer

tests of V-E MTS. Set 3 (Figure 9), which had been exposed

for only 12 trials in E-E MTS previously was used to test

for immediacy of V-E recognition with a set which was rela

tively less familiar than Sets 1 and 2.
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Procedure. Immediately following successful E-E MTS with

Set 3 objects, testing for V-E matching began. Figure 12

shows the V-E MTS task. The sample presenter appeared as

they had in v-v MTS and sample objects were presented as

they had been in v-v MTS. Alternative objects were pre

sented along with masks as they had been in E-E MTS.

At the start of each trial the dolphin was signaled by

the trainer at the remote station to swim to the V-E MTS ap

paratus and to position herself in front of the sample pre

senter, as she had in v-v MTS (Experiments 1 and 2). The

sample was then exposed in air to Elele for approximately 5

sec and was then removed from her view. Immediately, the

presenters with alternatives and masks were signaled to

plunge their objects underwater in the alternative boxes as

they had done in E-E MTS.

Once all objects were underwater, the masks were removed,

leaving the alternative matching object and the non-matching

object in their respective boxes. The remainder of the pro

cedure was identical to that described for E-E MTS.

Step 1. Since Elele hadn't previously performed V-E

MTS, two sessions of 18 trials each with objects from Set 1

were run initially. The first 12 trials tested with Set 1

were the unique trial-types for each of the three fixed

pairs of objects designated in Figure 1. The remaining 24

trials used mixed pairings.
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Figure 12. Artist's rendering of the Visual-Echoic Match
ing-to-sample task (V-E) in which sample objects appear cen
trally in air and alternative objects appear in echoic side
boxes.
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step 2. This was identical to step 1, except that

objects tested in V-E MTS were from Set 2.

Step 3. Following V-E tests with Sets 1 and 2, Set 3

was tested in V-E MTS using the same 12 unique trial-types

designated in tests of E-E MTS. Each test session consisted

of six trials using objects from Set 3 interposed among 12

Set I-baseline trials. Two sessions composed a complete

replication of the 12 unique trial-types of Set 3. If the

initial test was failed, successive replications were con

ducted until either Elele matched 10 or better in a single

replication (p < .05, by the cumulative binomial test), or a

maximum of five replications had been completed. For Step 3

trials were arranged and balanced following the rules de

scribed in Experiments 2 and Part 1 of the current experi

ment. Furthermore, the procedures for the determination of

masks for the alternative boxes were identical to those

described for E-E MTS earlier.

Results and Discussion

Steps 1 and 2. The results of V-E MTS tests with Sets 1 and

2 are shown in Figure 13 and are straightforward. No

training was required. Elele performed well from the outset

of testing. with Set 1 objects she was correct on all 36

trials conducted. She performed nearly as well with Set 2

scoring 35 correct responses (97.2%) out of the 36 trials.

There was no apparent behavioral disruption from the
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Figure 13. Performance accuracy on tests of V-E MTS with
Sets 1, 2, and 3. Numbers of trials run in each test appear
above each bar.
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introduction of the novel V-E task. Thus, Elele

demonstrated immediate transfer from her previous task

knowledge of V-V, E-V, and E-E MTS to successfully accom

plish the V-E task.

step 3. The results of the transfer test to Set 3 objects

failed to reveal immediate V-E recognition. Although Elele

was 100% correct on Set 1 objects, she was only 50% correct

on the first 12 trials with Set 3 objects. A replication of

this test, however, did evidence rapid generalization to Set

3; She was correct on 10 of the 12 Set 3 test trials (p <

.05, cumulative binomial test) and on 23 of the 24 Set 1

baseline-trials.

Together, the results provide evidence that Elele could

immediately recognize familiar sets of objects in V-E MTS

(which had in earlier training been exposed underwater for

potential examination from both the echoic sense and the

visual sense simultaneously), and could rapidly, though not

immediately, recognize a less familiar set of objects which

she had only experienced previously using her echoic sense

in E-E MTS. Importantly, the results demonstrate that nei

ther simultaneous echoic and visual experience with objects,

nor for that matter, visual experience with objects (objects

of Set 3 were never habituated visually), is necessary for

rapid V-E MTS generalization.
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Experiment 4

In Experiments 1 and 2, Elele demonstrated an ability

to perform E-V MTS, but only after objects had been exposed

to the visual and echoic senses simultaneously and object

pairs had been mixed. In Part 1 of the current experiment

Elele was tested in E-V MTS with a set of objects (Set 3)

which she had experienced briefly previously in E-E and V-E

MTS. Importantly, she had not experienced these objects

previously with echolocation and vision simultaneously. Nor

had she experienced them in mixed pairings.

In Part 2 of this experiment, this same set of objects was

tested in v-v MTS.

Part 1. E-V Recognition

Method

Apparatus and Materials. The same apparatus used in Experi

ment 2 was used here. Set 3 was used for testing and Set 1

served as a baseline measure of performance.

Procedure. For this test, the fixed pairings of Set 3 from

E-E and V-E MTS were retained. Trial-by-trial procedures

were identical to those described in Experiment 2 except

that two masks were placed in the echoic box along with the

sample on each trial as described for E-E MTS (Experiment 3,

Part 1). As in V-E MTS with Set 3, each session of E-V MTS

consisted of six Set 3 probes interposed among 12
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Set 1-baseline trials. Two sessions were required to

complete a replication of the 12 unique trial- types. If

the initial test was failed, successive replications were

conducted until either Elele matched 10 or better in a

single replication or a maximum of five replications had

been completed.

Results and Discussion

Figure 14 summarizes the results of E-V MTS testing

with Set 3. Elele did not demonstrate immediate recognition

of Set 3 in E-V MTS. Although she was correct on all 24 Set

1-baseline trials in the initial test, she was correct on

only 7 of 12 trials with Set 3 (p > .05, cumulative binomial

test). Her errors were distributed across all three pairs

of objects. After the initial test was completed, five rep

lications (ten sessions) of the initial test (with the order

of trials randomized) were conducted. The only types of

trials which varied across these replications were the par

ticular baseline trials used. Elele never matched greater

than 9 trials out of 12 (p > .05, cumulative binomial test)

in any of the replications, although she continued to per

form without error with Set 1. Thus, she never reached

criterion on the 12 unique trial-types for Set 3. However,

an analysis of performance on each of the fixed pairs over

the initial test and all replications (see Table 2) provides

evidence for near-immediate E-V transfer to one of the
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Figure 14. Elele's matching performance in E-V MTS with
fixed pairs of Set 3 objects and mixed pairs of Set 1 base
line objects. Numbers run in each test appear above each
bar. For each Set 3 test, the 12 unique trial-types con
structed from the fixed pairs were used.
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Table 2-- The number of correct matches achieved in each
test of E-V MTS for each fixed pair of objects for Set 3.
Object codes are as follows: PU = Sand-filled PVC nUll, MP =
Metal Muffin Pan, BI = Concrete Brick, PO = PVC flange, RM =
Metal Wheel Rim, TS = Three conjoined Metal Spoons. ** = p
< .01, for the cumulative binomial test with a chance prob
ability of .5.

Test Given Number of Correct Matches (n=4)

PU/PO MP/RM BI/TS TOTAL

Initial Test 2 2 3 7

Replication 1 1 4 3 8

Replication 2 0 4 3 7

Replication 3 2 4 2 8

Replication 4 3 4 2 9

Replication 5 2 4 2 8

Total (n=24) 10 22** 15
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pairs, muffin pan (MP) and tire rim (RM). with these ob

jects, Elele was correct on 22 (91.7%) of the 24 trials

comprising the initial test and all replications (p < .001,

cumulative binomial test). Performance on the other two

pairs was not significantly above chance. On the pair com

posed of PVC (PU and PD), Elele was correct on only 10 of 24

trials (p > .05, cumulative binomial test) and on the pairs

composed of steel and brick (TS and BI), she was correct on

15 of 24 trials (p > .05, cumulative binomial test). There

fore, rapid transfer is possible in E-V MTS but appears to

be dependent on the materials and objects being used. Fur

thermore, successful generalization of E-V MTS is not predi

cated on simultaneous echoic and visual experience of

objects. Although Elele had experienced objects from Set 3

separately using echolocation and vision, in V-E MTS, she

had never experienced them using both senses simultaneously.

Finally, successful E-V MTS can be achieved without using

mixed pairs of objects.

Part 2. V-V Recognition

Method

Apparatus and Materials. The same apparatus used in Experi

ment 1 was used here. Set 3 was used for testing v-v MTS

and Set 1 served as a baseline measure of performance.
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Procedure. The same procedure used in Experiment 1 was used

here. However, two sessions of 18 trials each were run.

Each session consisted of nine trials using Set 3 objects

interposed among nine trials using baseline objects. The

first 12 trials conducted with Set 3, maintained the origi

nal pairings from E-E, V-E, and E-V MTS, for comparative

purposes.

Results

As in the other tests of v-v MTS, the results for Set 3

transfer were straightforward. Elele was correct on all 18

Set 3 probes and on all 18 Set 1 baseline trials. ThUS, she

once again demonstrated immediate recognition of objects

novel to the v-v MTS context (though they were not novel to

Elele).

Discussion

Table 3 compares Elele's performance for each

sample/distractor combination of each pair of objects in Set

3 across E-E, V-E, E-V, and v-v MTS tests. Several observa

tions can be made. First, Elele performed better in within

modal tasks than in cross-modal tasks, overall. Using com

bined scores from E-E and V-V MTS, she matched correctly in

within-modal tasks on 22 of 24 trials (91.7%). Using com

bined scores from V-E and E-V MTS, Elele matched correctly

in cross-modal tasks on 63 of 96 trials (65.6%). The
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Table 3.-- The number of correct matches achieved in E-E, V
E, E-V and v-v MTS for a particular sample/distractor combi
nation of a pair of objects from Set 3. object codes are as
follows: PU = Sand-filled pvc "U", MP = Metal Muffin Pan, BI
= Concrete Brick, PD = PVC flange, RM = Metal Wheel Rim, TS
= Three Conjoined Metal Spoons. * indicates p < .05 by the
cumulative binomial test.** indicates p < .01.

E-E-MTS

No. Correct matches For Each
Test Sam~le:DistractorCombinationln=2\

PU:PD PU:PD MP:RM RM:MP BI:TS TS:BI TOTAL

Initial Test 2 2 1 1 2 2 10*

V-E MTS

Initial Test 1 0 2 1 1 1 6

Replication 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 10*

E-V MTS

Initial Test 0 2 2 0 2 1 7

Replication 1 1 0 2 2 1 2 8

Replication 2 0 0 2 2 1 2 7

Replication 3 2 a 2 2 a 2 8

Replication 4 2 1 2 2 a 2 9

Replication 5 2 0 2 2 0 2 8

v-v MTS

Initial Test 2 2 2 2 2 2 12**
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difference between these two combined scores is significant

(x2(N=120, 1)= 5.1, R < .05). Second, Elele's performances

in the two cross-modal tasks, V-E and E-V, appear to be

symmetric. In V-E MTS, Elele passed criterion

after a single replication of the initial test. In contrast

in E-V MTS, she never passed criterion, even after five rep

lications of the initial test. Furthermore, her performance

in V-E MTS with Set 3, though successful and occurring prior

to E-V MTS tests, did not appear to assist her acquisition

of the E-V MTS task with Set 3.

Finally, what factors might account for Elele's poor

performance in E-V MTS with the pairs, PU/PD and BI/TS?

Since she performed flawlessly in E-E and v-v MTS with these

pairs, Elele was obviously able to discriminate between the

objects within ea~h pair, echoically and visually. One pos

sibility is that Elele was using differences in material

composition, rather than shape or size to discriminate

echoically between objects. If this were the case, her dif

ficulty in E-V MTS would be predictable, since visual dis

crimination by the dolphin among the objects tested would be

based, theoretically, primarily on differences in shape,

size, and perhaps brightness, but not on material composi~

tion. Conversely, if Elele was using differences in physi

cal brightness between objects to discriminate between them

visually, she would have difficulty in the E-V task, because

differences in this feature would be nearly impossible for
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the dolphin to jUdge echoically. Thus in both scenarios,

Elele would face difficulties in E-V MTS because the feature

information extracted from objects perceived through echolo

cation and through vision would be neither equivalent, nor

overlapping to any sufficient degree. Of course, this

argument should also hold, theoretically, for V-E MTS. How

ever as is apparent from Table 3, Elele performed well in

this task. Therefore, it remains unclear why performance

was so poor for the pairs PU/PD and BIITS in E-V MTS.
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Experiment 5

In Experiment 3, Elele's ability to perform V-E MTS was

confirmed using familiar objects as well as objects of mini

mal familiarity (they had been tested earlier in E-E MTS for

the minimum of 12 trials). In the current experiment, imme

diacy of V-E recognition was tested using a novel set of

objects (Part 1). Also, to better assess the effect of E-E

MTS on V-E MTS performance, tests of E-E MTS with this same

set of objects followed rather than preceded V-E MTS testing

(Part 2).

Part 1. V-E Recognition

Method

Apparatus. The same V-E apparatus described in Experiment 3

was used here.

Materials. Figure 9 shows the set of six novel objects,

labeled Set 4, used for tests of V-E recognition, including

their fixed pairings. The materials used to construct each

of these pairs were more closely related than those of pre

vious sets again in an attempt to encourage the dolphin to

use shape information to solve the task (see discussion of

this issue in Experiment 4).

As in Experiment 4, baseline objects for all tests were

mixed pairs from Set 1.
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Procedure. Prior to any V-E MTS tests, Elele was habituated

to Set 4 objects in separate visual- and echoic-habituation

tasks. The same procedures used in Experiment 2, Part 1 for

habituation were employed here, except that each Set 4

object was exposed only twice in the visual task and twice

in the echoic task. Each exposure occurred in a single

session in which six exposures of Set l-baseline objects

were interposed among 12 exposures of Set 4 objects.

Immediately following habituation, tests of V-E MTS

with Set 4 were begun. The tests were conducted in a manner

identical to that described for V-E MTS tests in Experiment

3. The initial test to examine for immediacy of recognition

as well as each of the five subsequent replications of the

original test were composed of the 12 unique trial-types

constructed from the fixed pairs of objects. Each test was

completed in two sessions and each session consisted of six

trials with Set 4 interposed among 12 trials with the base

line objects. Across replications different orders of test

trials and different baseline trials were used. Trial-by

trial procedures and controls were identical to those de

scribed for V-E MTS tests previously (see Experiment 3).

Results and Discussion

Habituation with Set 4 was conducted without any obvi

ous phobic reactions to the novel objects. Figure 15 pre

sents the results of V-E MTS tests with Set 4 and the
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Figure 15. Eleleis matching accuracy in V-E MTS using fixed
pairs of novel objects from Set 4 and mixed pairs of base
line objects from Set 1. Numbers run in each test appear
above each bar. For tests using objects from Set 4, the 12
unique trial-types constructed from the fixed pairs composed
each test.
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baseline set. Over the entire experiment Elele continued to

perform well in V-E MTS with the baseline set. She matched

correctly on 143 of 144 trials with this set. In contrast,

Elele did not demonstrate immediate recognition of Set 4 as

a whole in V-E MTS, as measured by her performance on the 12

unique trial-types. She matched correctly on only eight of

these trials (p > .05, cumulative binomial test). Following

this failure, five replications were conducted before Elele

achieved criterion. On the fifth replication she matched

correctly on 10 of the 12 unique trial-types. Although it

took five replications to achieve criterion, Elele's per

formance on pairs of consecutive tests collapsed together

was significantly different from chance levels from the be

ginning of testing. Elele's scores on these combined tests

were 17, 17, and 18 correct matches, respectively out of 24

trials run in each test (p < .05 for each combined test).

Furthermore, an analysis of Elele's performance on each

fixed pair of objects in Set 4 over the initial test and all

replications, shown in Table 4, reveals near-immediate

transfer with two of the three pairs. Elele matched cor

rectly on 20 (83.3%) of 24 trials with the Aluminum Tube

(AT) and Aluminum Bar (AB), and she matched correctly on 18

(75.0%) of 24 trials with the Steel C Clamp (CL) and Steel

Paper Tray (TR). In contrast, she performed at chance lev

els with the pair Ceramic Statuette (SU) and Ceramic Plate

(PT) scoring 14 (58.3%) correct matches out of 24 trials
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Table 4.-- The number of correct matches achieved in each
test of V-E MTS for each fixed pair of objects for Set 4.
Object codes are as follows: AT = Aluminum Tube, AB = Alumi
num Bar, SU = Ceramic statuette, PT = ceramic Plate, CL =
Steel C Clamp, TR = Steel Paper Tray. * indicates p < .05,
** indicates p < .001, by the cumulative binomial test.

Test Given No. Correct Matches (n=4) For Each Pair

AT/AB SU/PT CLITR TOTAL

Initial Test 3 2 3 8

Replication 1 3 3 3 9

Replication 2 4 3 2 9

Replication 3 2 2 4 8

Replication 4 4 2 2 8

Replication 5 4 2 4 10*

Total (n=24) 20** 14 18*
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(p > .05). The errors she made with this last pair were not

random. She was correct on all 12 trials with SU as sample,

but on only 2 of 12 trials with PT as sample, revealing that

she could obviously discriminate between these two objects,

echoically ,even though she had difficulty matching them in

V-E MTS.

Overall, the results suggest that Elele was able to

rapidly recognize a novel object perceived echoically which

she had previously experienced only through vision.

Furthermore, this capability did not require prior E-E or V

V experience. Finally, as was shown earlier for E-V MTS,

accuracy in V-E MTS is not predicated on the dolphin first

perceiving objects through echolocation and vision simulta

neously.

Part 2. E-E Recognition

Immediately following tests of V-E recognition with Set

4, this same set was used to test for immediacy of E-E rec

ognition.

Method

Apparatus and Materials. The same echoic boxes described

for E-E MTS in Experiment 3 were used here with opaque

plexiglas fronting all boxes. The same pairings of Set 4

objects tested in V-E MTS were used here, for comparative

purposes.
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Procedure.

The E-E MTS task was the same as described in Experi

ment 3. Following an initial test measuring immediacy of

recognition, replications of the test were conducted until

either Elele achieved 10 correct matches or better on the 12

unique trial-types in a single test or a maximum of five

replications had been conducted. The trial-by-trial proce

dures and controls were identical to those used in previous

tests of E-E MTS.

Results and Discussion

Elele demonstrated immediate E-E recognition of Set 4

objects by scoring 10 correct matches on the 12 unique

trial-types in the initial test (p < .05). Furthermore, she

was correct on all 24 baseline trials. This data together

with the results of E-E MTS tests with Set 3, provides

strong evidence that Elele was applying a generalized match

ing rule in the E-E task.
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Experiment 6

In Experiment 3, V-E MTS tests immediately followed E-E

MTS tests and Elele evidenced rapid V-E transfer, as meas

ured by her performance on the 12 unique trial-types of Set

3. E-V MTS was tested next using the same set of objects

and the performance criterion was never reached. To examine

the effect of the position of the E-E MTS test on E-V MTS

performance, Set 4 was tested in E-V MTS in Part 1 of the

current experiment. Elele had experienced this set of

objects first in V-E MTS and then in E-E MTS in Experiment

5. Thus, E-V MTS tests in the current experiment

immediately followed tests of E-E MTS. Following E-V MTS

tests, v-v MTS was tested using Set 4 (Part 2).

Part 1. E-V Recognition

Method

Apparatus and Materials. The same apparatus described in

Experiment 4 for E-V MTS tests with Set 3 was used here.

Set 4 objects (Figure 9) were used in the same fixed pair

ings designated for testing in Experiment 5. Set 1 objects

were again used as a baseline measure of matching perform

ance and appeared in mixed pairings.

Procedure. The same procedures and controls used in E-V MTS

tests with Set 3 were used here and tests were run until the
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dolphin had either achieved 10 correct matches or better on

the 12 unique trial-types in a single test or had been

tested on a maximum of five replications of the initial

test.

Results and Discussion

Although Elele was 100% correct on all baseline trials,

she did not demonstrate immediate E-V MTS recognition to Set

4, as measured by the number of correct matches on the 12

unique trial-types for the fixed pairs of this set. She was

correct on only 9 of the 12 unique trial-types in the

initial test of E-V MTS (p > .05). She did, however,

experience rapid transfer as demonstrated by her reaching

the criterion in the first replication of the initial test.

In this replication she matched correctly on 10 of the 12

trials (p < .05). Collapsing the data over these two tests

also reveals performance which is significantly above

chance; Elele was correct on 19 (79.2%) of the 24 trials

conducted. Furthermore, Table 5 reveals that Elele trans

ferred perfectly to one of the three pairs, Aluminum Tube

(AT) and Aluminum Bar (AB). with this pair she matched cor

rectly on all eight trials conducted (p < .05).

Overall, the results of this test strengthen the case

that simultaneous echoic and visual perception of objects is

not required for accurate E-V MTS performance or for gener

alization to objects which are familiar in the sense that
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Table 5.-- The number of correct matches achieved in V-E, E
E, E-V and v-v MTS for a particular samplejdistractor combi
nation of a pair of objects from Set 4. Object codes are as
follows: AT = Aluminum Tube, AB = Aluminum Bar, SU = Ceramic
statuette, PT = Ceramic Plate, CL = Steel C Clamp, TR =
Steel Paper Tray. * indicates p < .05, ** indicates p <
.001, by the cumulative binomial test.

V-E M'l'S

No. Correct Matches For Each
Test Sample:Distractor Combination(n=2)

AT:AB AB:AT SU:PT PT:SU CL:TR TR:CL TOTAL

Initial Test 2 1 2 0 1 2 8

Replication 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 9

Replication 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 9

Replication 3 2 0 2 0 2 2 8

Replication 4 2 2 2 0 1 1 8

Replication 5 2 2 2 0 2 2 10*

E-E MTS

Initial Test 1 2 2 1 2 2 10*

E-V MTS

Initial Test 2 2 2 1 0 2 9

Replication 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 10*

v-v MTS

Initial Test 2 1 2 1 2 2 10**
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they have been experienced in other matching tests, but

novel in the sense that they have never been experienced in

a particular matching task.

The effect of presenting the E-E MTS task with Set 4

objects immediately prior to the E-V MTS task with this set

seemed to be positive. Elele reached criterion after a

single E-V MTS replication with Set 4. In contrast, with 24

trials of V-E MTS testing with Set 3 objects interposed

between tests of E-E MTS and E-V MTS, Elele never reached

criterion with E-V MTS. Unfortunately, any conclusions

based on the differences in the positioning of E-E MTS rela

tive to E-V MTS must be viewed with caution because of the

unequal numbers of V-E MTS trials given in the two

comparisons - twenty-four trials of V-E MTS with Set 3 were

conducted in between E-E and E-V MTS tests, and 72 trials

(one initial test + five replications) of V-E MTS with Set 4

were conducted prior to tests of E-E and E-V MTS. This ad-

ditional experience with these objects could conceivably

have assisted in sUbsequent rapid E-V MTS acquisition.

Additionally, the differences in object composition between

Sets 3 and 4 also provides a confounding variable.

Part 2. V-V Recognition

Method

Materials and Apparatus. The V-V MTS apparatus used in

earlier experiments remained the same for this test. Set 4
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objects were used in the same pairings as described in Part

1 to test for V-V MTS generalization. Set 1 objects in mixed

pairings were used as a measure of baseline matching per

formance.

Procedure. The same procedures and controls described in

Experiment 1 were employed here. However each testing

session consisted of six Set 4 test trials and 12 baseline

trials. The initial test was completed in two sessions. If

criterion was not reached in the initial test, additional

replications would be run until the dolphin had either

achieved 10 correct matches or better on the 12 unique

trial-types in a single replication or had been tested on a

maximum of five replications of the initial test.

Results

Once again, Elele evidenced immediate recognition of

objects visually which she experienced earlier through

vision alone. In the initial test of V-V MTS with Set 4

objects Elele matched correctly on 10 out of 12 unique trial

types (p < .05). She was also 100% correct on the 24 Set 1

baseline trials.

Discussion

Table 5 provides a comparison of Elele's performance on

each SamplejDistractor combination for each fixed pair of

Set 4 objects over all tests in V-E, E-E, E-V, and V-V MTS.
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Several observations can be made. First, Elele performed

equally well on the within-modal tests and the cross-modal

tests. Combining her E-E and v-v MTS performances, Elele

matched correctly on 20 of 24 trials. The combination of

her V-E and E-V MTS performances yields 71 correct matches

out of 96 trials. The difference between these two perform

ances is not significant (x 2(N=120, 1)=.48, R > .05).

Second, although the two cross-modal performances appear to

be asymmetric (as determined by the number of replications

it took to reach criterion), their overall performance

scores are not different. In V-E MTS, Elele matched cor

rectly on 52 (72.2%) of 72 trials. In E-V MTS, she matched

correctly on 19 (79.1%) of 24 trials. The difference

between these two scores is not significant (x2(N=96,

1)=.16, Q > .05).

Overall, the results of Experiments 1 through 6 demon

strate several new findings. First, E-V and V-E cross-modal

matching-to-sample can be demonstrated in the bottlenosed

dolphin with familiar objects and novel objects. Second,

given the methodology employed, within-modal matching

(either E-E or v-v MTS) of novel stimuli can be immediate.

Third, generalization of cross-modal matching to novel prob

lems can be rapid, though Experiments 1 through 6 do not

provide evidence that it is immediate (i.e., first trial

transfer). This latter ability seems particularly sensitive

to the types of materials used in pairs and the particular
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objects used for cross-modal testing. Members of the novel

pairs in Sets 3 and 4 that were recognized rapidly across

modalities consisted of metal objects, while members that

were recognized poorly consisted of metal and non-metal

objects or just non-metal objects. A fourth finding is that

the dolphin does not need to experience objects with both

vision and echolocation available simultaneously before it

can perform accurately in cross-modal tasks with these

objects. Although this method was used to aid cross-modal

matching with Set 2, it was not necessary for accurate

cross-modal matching either with Sets 3 or 4.

Several questions remain unanswered. First, would

immediate cross-modal recognition be evidenced after addi

tional tests with novel objects? Failure to demonstrate

immediate generalization of matching rules with initial

transfer tests has been found in some studies of visual

matching with dolphins (e.g., Shaw, 1990; Hunter, 1988).

Second, is successful cross-modal matching predicated

upon successful within-modal matching? The results from Ex

periment 3, limited as they are because of the small n asso

ciated with the within-modal tasks, seem to suggest that

successful within-modal matching does not insure successful

cross-modal matching, however this may be dependent on the

types of materials used for testing. As mentioned earlier,

it is possible for a dolphin to match items echoically based

on their material composition and reflectivity differences
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and not on their shape or form differences. However, using

such a strategy in cross-modal matching tasks will not

likely result in accurate matching performance, because dif

ferences in material may not be a tenable cue in visual dis

crimination of objects for a dolphin. In either case, it

would seem logical that if a dolphin finds within-modal

matching of different shapes difficult, then cross-modal

matching of these same shapes would also prove difficult.

Finally, is the rather rapid demonstration of cross

modal matching with at least some pairs of objects the

result of a recognition at the representational level of

common object features across the senses of echolocation and

vision, or simply the result of learned associations between

echoic and visual experiences? Each of these questions is

investigated further in Chapters 3 and 4.
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CHAPTER III

Experiment 7

In Experiments 1-6, Elele never demonstrated immediate

recognition of novel objects in either E-V or V-E MTS, as

measured by her performance on the first occurrence of the

12 unique trial-types in a set. She did, however,

experience rapid recognition across certain pairs of

objects. To investigate whether this type of recognition is

the result of rapid associative learning between visual and

echoic experiences or due to the recognition of common

object features across the senses, two different matching

procedures were contrasted in the current study. In the

first procedure (Identity MTS) , an object appearing as

sample in one modality was physically identical to the

matching alternative object exposed in the alternate

modality. In the second procedure (Conditional MTS) , an

object appearing as sample in one modality was physically

different from and conditionally associated with the

matching alternative object exposed in the alternate

modality. If cross-modal matching performance of novel

objects is a result of associative learning between visual

and echoic experiences, then there should be no difference

in the rates of MTS acquisition with novel objects between

the two procedures. If the rate of acquisition in the

Identity MTS procedure is significantly faster than in the
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Conditional MTS procedure, then something more than

associative learning must be taking place.

Method

SUbject

Elele remained the subject for this experiment. During

this experiment and all subsequent experiments, she was no

longer gated alone for test sessions. A male dolphin of the

same age shared the tank space with her during testing. He

was occupied at a training station remote to the testing

area and also remote to Elele's training station.

Apparatus and Materials

Echoic Boxes. The echoic boxes described in Experi

ments 1 and 3 were used in the current experiment. They

were always fronted with opaque black plexiglas. Attached

to the inside of each box 5.08 cm above the plexiglas shield

out of the dolphin's view was a horizontal 86.36 long by

8.89 cm wide Fiberglas grate. Four PVC tUbes 26.67 cm in

length were placed along the grating and served as support

for a wooden bar to which test objects were attached through

monofilament fishing line.

Objects. In addition to the six objects from Set 1

which were used for baseline trials, two new sets of six

novel objects were used: one set for the Identity MTS proce-
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dure and another set for the Conditional MTS procedure.

Three different materials were used to construct objects in

each of these sets: aluminum, steel, and sand-filled PVC.

These were materials with which Elele had shown some success

in previous cross-modal tests. Across conditions, objects

were matched for the material used. That is, for each set,

two objects were constructed of aluminum, two others of

steel, and the final two of sand-filled PVC. The objects

used in the Identity and Conditional procedures appear in

Figures 16 and 17, respectively, and are labeled Sets 5 and

6.

All objects were suspended in the echoic boxes by 60 lb

test monofilament plastic fishing line and appeared fixed in

orientation (i.e., the object could not spin). The fishing

line was either tied directly to the object or to a .64 cm

stainless steel closed-loop hook attached to the object.

The ends of the fishing line from each object were attached

to a 5.1 cm wide by 30.5 cm long wooden bar held horizon

tally. To suspend an object in the echoic box the wooden

bar was placed across two horizontal pipes fixed to the

grating inside the box. This allowed an object to appear in

the same fixed orientation in an echoic box over different

trials.

Procedure

The V-E MTS task was chosen for tests of Identity and

Conditional Matching. At the time the tests were conducted,
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Figure 16. Artist's rendering of objects from Set 5 used in
tests of Identity V-E MTS. objects are organized into fixed
pairings as indicated. .
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Figure 17. Artist's rendering of objects from Set 6 used in
tests of Conditional V-E MTS. Objects are not drawn to
scale.
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results from the majority of studies of haptic-visual cross

modal recognition with humans (e.g., Jones, 1981; Bushnell &

Weinberger, 1987) and with rhesus monkeys (e.g., Dimattia,

et al., 1990) appeared to indicate a greater facility in

cross-modal matching ability when samples were presented

visually than when they were presented haptically (cf., Rose

& Orlian, 1991 for evidence of the opposite trend).

For each trial of Identity MTS and Conditional MTS, the

echoic alternatives were matched for material. This was

done to encourage the dolphin to discriminate between the

alternatives based on differences in shape (an attribute

which can also be used, theoretically, in discriminating

between objects visually) and not based on differences in

material composition (an attribute which would be more dif

ficult to use, theoretically, in discriminating between

objects visually). The pairings of objects for and Identity

V-E MTS and Conditional V-E MTS are shown in Table 6. Indi

vidual pairs as well as all Conditional pairings were

designed so that objects would be distinct from each other

in shape as jUdged by several persons (see Figures 16 and

17) .

Twenty V-E MTS trials were run in each session: six

trials of Identity V-E MTS using objects from Set 5, six

trials of Conditional V-E MTS using objects from Set 6, and

eight trials of Identity V-E MTS using mixed pairs of

objects from Set 1. Trials within sessions were ordered so
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that two Identity or two Conditional V-E MTS trials never

appeared on consecutive trials. Sessions were balanced so

that within each half-session three Identity MTS trials,

three conditional MTS trials, and four baseline trials were

run. Trials were balanced so that the matching alternative

object appeared equally often in each echoic box and so that

no more than three matching alternatives appeared on con

secutive trials in the same box.

The 12 unique trial-types using the fixed pairs of Set

5 for Identity V-E MTS and the 12 unique trial-types for

the fixed pairs of Set 6 for the Conditional V-E MTS appears

in Table 6. A test of all 12 trial-types for both Identity

and Conditional MTS was completed in two consecutive ses

sions. A total of 10 tests were conducted in the current

experiment.

The V-E MTS procedure and controls were identical to

those described for V-E matching in Experiment 3 with the

exception that all objects shown in an echoic box were sus

pended from fishing line approximately 5 cm from the

plexiglas shield. When an object was placed inside an

echoic box it was lowered into the water by the wooden bar

and then the bar was placed on the horizontal grate inside

the echoic box. Thus, human hands were no longer present

underwater inside the box when Elele interrogated an object

echoically.
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Table 6 -- The unique trial types for the Identity condition
with Set 5 objects and the Conditional condition with Set 6
objects.

Procedure Visual Echoic Echoic Box
Sample Match Distractor Containing

Match

Identity FV FV NS Left

FV FV NS Right

NS NS FV Left

NS NS FV Right

DA DA TU Left

DA DA TU Right

TU TU DA Left

TU TU DA Right

HP HP SM Left

HP HP SM Right

SM SM HP Left

SM SM HP Right

Conditional FB TP HT Left

FB TP HT Right

DR HT TP Left

DR HT TP Right

HT DR SA Left

HT DR SA Right

PV SA DR Left

PV SA DR Right

SA PV FB Left

SA PV FB Right

TP FB PV Left

TP Fa PV Right
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Results and Discussion

Figure 18 shows Elele's performance accuracy across the

ten replications (including the initial test) of the 12

unique trial-types for Identity V-E MTS with Set 5 and Con

ditional V-E MTS with Set 6. Also shown, for comparative

purposes, is Elele's performance on V-E MTS with the base

line objects. While Elele maintained a performance accuracy

of 100% correct matches on baseline trials over the entire

experiment, her levels of performance on Identity MTS with

Set 5 and Conditional MTS with Set 6 were not nearly as high

and were often erratic. Furthermore, while it may appear

that Elele was more accurate overall in Identity MTS with

Set 5 than in Conditional MTS with Set 6 (she was correct on

67 (55.8%) of 120 Identity trials and 55 (45.8%) of 120

Conditional trials), the difference between these two per

formances is not significant (x2(N=240, 1)= 2.0, R > .05).

Also, a sign test conducted on each pair of Identity and

Conditional scores for each replication across all replica

tions showed that the Identity V-E MTS task with Set 5 was

performed at levels no greater than the Conditional V-E MTS

task with Set 6 (N=8, x=2, P = .145). Furthermore, Elele's

performance accuracy for individual replications in both

Identity and Conditional tests with Sets 5 and 6, respec

tively, never reached significantly above chance levels. In

each of the replications in which she performed best
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Figure 18. A comparison of performance accuracy for V-E
Identity MTS with Set 5 objects and V-E Conditional MTS with
Set 6 objects as well as V-E Identity MTS with baseline Set
1 objects.
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(Replications 5 and 8 in Identity MTS) , Elele matched cor

rectly on only 9 of 12 trials (p > .05, cumulative binomial

test). Therefore, Elele never acquired the Identity task or

the Conditional task as measured by her performance accuracy

in individual replications.

How did Elele perform on individual Identity pairs and

Conditional pairings of objects? An analysis, shown in

Figure 19, indicates that none of the Identity pairs or the

Conditional pairings evidenced above chance performance

levels, overall. Likewise, Tables 7 and 8, which show

matching accuracy for individual pairs in each replication

for Identity MTS and Conditional MTS, respectively, indicate

no trend toward more accurate matching over subsequent rep

lications.

The poor performance accuracy with pairs of objects in

both the Identity and Conditional conditions over 40 trials

with each pair is noticeably different from the rapid acqui

sition of V-E MTS evidenced in Experiments 3 and 5 with at

least some pairs of objects over 24 trials. Why was transfer

so poor in the Identity Condition in the current experiment?

There are a number of possibilities: a) objects or object

pairs which were chosen may have been difficult for the dol

phin to discriminate from each other echoically and/or visu

ally, b) in the previous study when a new set of objects was

introduced in the V-E task, a maximum of six new objects

were used and six new relationships presented - in the
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Figure 19. Performance accuracy on individual pairs of ob
jects from Set 5 tested in V-E Identity MTS and from Set 6
tested in V-E Conditional MTS.
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Table 7.-- The number of correct matches for each pair of
Set 5 objects used in tests of Identity V-E MTS for each
test given.* indicates p < .05 using the binomial test with
a chance probability of .5.

Test No. No. Correct Matches (n=4) For Each
Identity V-E MTS Pair

FV/NS DA/TU HP/SM Total (n=12)

1 1 2 2 5

2 3 2 3 8

3 2 3 1 6

4 2 2 3 7

5 2 4 3 9

6 2 2 2 6

7 3 2 2 7

8 4 2 3 9

9 2 2 1 5

10 2 2 1 5

Total (n=40) 23 23 21
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Table 8.-- The number of correct matches for each pa1r1ng of
Set 6 objects used in tests of Conditional V-E MTS for each
test given.* indicates p < .05 using the binomial test with
a chance probability of .5.

Test No. No. Correct Matches (n=4) For Each Sample "A":
Alternative liB" / Sample "C": Alternative "Oil

Conditional V-E MTS Pairing

F8:TP/ HT:DR/ SA:PV/ Total

DR:HT PV:SA TP:F8 (n=12)

1 1 3 4 8

2 2 2 2 6

3 2 2 2 6

4 2 1 3 6

5 2 1 2 5

6 1 1 3 5

7 2 0 2 4

8 1 1 1 3

9 3 2 2 7

10 2 1 2 5
Total
(n=4°1 18 14 23
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current experiment 12 new objects were presented at once and

there were 12 new relationships to acquire, and c) the si

multaneous presentation of the conditional matching task

and the identity matching task may have overwhelmed Elele

and disrupted acquisition. Each of these possibilities was

examined in the following experiments.
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Experiment 8

In Experiment 7, Elele never performed above chance

levels in either Identity V-E MTS with Set 5 or Conditional

V-E MTS with Set 6. To examine whether the difficulties

Elele experienced were due to the presentation of both Iden

tity and Conditional tasks in the same sessions and/or to

the presentation of 12 new matching relationships concur

rently, in the current experiment, Conditional and Identity

MTS pairs were tested in successive sessions and only one

pair of objects was tested at a time.

Method

Apparatus and Materials

Echoic Boxes. The same echoic boxes described in Experi

ments 1 and 3 were used here.

objects. A total of 12 objects were used. six objects were

from Experiment 7 and the remaining objects were novel to

Elele. These objects, labeled Set 7, their pairings, and

the condition each was assigned to in the V-E task are shown

in Figures 20a and b. In addition to these 12 test-objects,

Set l-objects were again used in mixed pairings as a

baseline measure of performance.
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SET 7 IDENTITY

FV

NS

RG

FV

NS

UT

RG

FV

RG

UT

Figure 20a. Artist's rendering of objects from Set 7 used
in tests of Identity V-E MTS. Object pairings are as indi
cated. Objects are not drawn to scale.
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Sam Ie

SET 7 CONDITIONAL
s+ s-

TP

cw

FK

PV

F8

VE

SQ

F8

PV

VE

Figure 2Gb. Artist's rendering of objects from Set 7 used
in tests of Conditional V-E MTS. Object pairings are as in
dicated. Objects are not drawn to scale. Note that the ob
ject labeled PV is identical to the PV used in Experiment 7
except that the object's orientation in the current
experiment was altered slightly.
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Procedure

Elele was tested using the V-E MTS. The Identity and

Conditional procedures were presented successively over the

course of the experiment and their presentation was balanced

to control for order effects; Identity pairs were tested

first and

fourth and Conditional pairs were tested second and third.

Each pair of objects was tested for 144 trials. Test ses

sions consisted of eight trials testing a particular pair

from Set 7 in either Conditional or Identity MTS interposed

among 12 baseline trials of Identity V-E MTS. Trials were

ordered within sessions so that at least one baseline trial

separated two "test" trials. In addition, all trials were

balanced according to the rules described in Experiment 7

and all trial-by-trial procedures were as described in Ex

periment 3 and 7.

Results and Discussion

Figure 21 compares Elele's performance accuracy over

time for each Conditional pair, each Identity pair, and

baseline pairs. For Conditional MTS and Identity MTS, each

data point is the combined performance accuracy of three

consecutive sessions (i.e., 24 trials) for a particular

pair. For Baseline MTS, each data point is 24 consecutive

trials with mixed pairs. Elele performed at near-ceiling

levels with the baseline set. Her performance accuracy was
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Figure 21. comparison of performance accuracy of V-E Iden
tity MTS and V-E Conditional MTS over Blocks of three suc
cessive sessions. conditional pairings are represented by
the darkened ovals and Identity pairings are indicated by
the triangles. Object codes representing individual
acquisition curves are as indicated.
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not nearly as high in either Identity MTS or Conditional MTS

with objects from Set 7. Furthermore, performance accuracy

did not improve dramatically using the method of testing one

matching procedure and one pair of objects at a time. with

both Conditional pairings, Elele performed at chance levels

throughout all six test blocks. with the Identity pair UT

and RG, performance accuracy initially rose to 16 correct

matches (66.7%) out of 24 trials (p > .05), but then dropped

back to 50.0% and never recovered. with the Identity pair

FV and NS, performance accuracy began at 50.0% and then

slowly increased over the blocks. Elele reached a level of

significance in the final block of tests with this pair,

matching correctly on 18 of 24 trials (p < .05). Although

Elele performed better with FV and NS in the Identity proce

dure than she did with other pairs in the Conditional proce

dure, the rate at which she attained significance with FV

and NS was not nearly as rapid as was observed with at least

some pairs of objects in Experiments 3 and 5.

Table 9 provides an in-depth analysis of Elele's per

formance with each pair of objects. In many instances,

Elele's errors were not random. For example, with pair FV

and NS tested in Identity MTS, Elele's responses indicate a

bias towards choosing the object on her left. Overall, when

the match was on the left Elele was 100% correct regardless

of which object was the correct match. In contrast, when

the match was on her right Elele was correct on only 18
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Table 9. -- Elele's responses in individual blocks of tri
als in Identity V-E MTS and Conditional V-E MTS tests given
successively and with one pair of objects from Set 7 tested
per condition at one time.

Number of Correct Matches
Per Block (n=6)

Test Visual Echoic Side 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
Sample Match of

Match

Identity FV FV Left 6 6 6 6 6 6 36

FV FV Ri ht 0 0 2 1 4 6 13

NS NS Left 6 6 6 6 6 6 36

Conditional SA PV Left 1 o o o 1 o 2

SA

TP

PV

F8

Ri ht 0

Left 6

o

6

o

6

1

6

o

6

o

6

1

36

Conditional FK SQ Left 5 4 6 6 6 6 33

FK

CW

SQ

VE

Ri ht 2

Left 4

2

5

o

4

o

6

o

6

o

6

2

31

Identity UT UT Left 6 6 o o o o 12

UT

RG

RG

UT

RG

RG

Ri ht 0

Left 6

Ri ht 0

o

6

4

o

6

6

o

6

6

o

6

6

o

6

6

o

36

28
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(25.0%) of 72 trials. Furthermore, her achieving above

chance performance levels in the final block of this test

appears to be due primarily to her responding correctly to

FV when it was the matching object on her right. Overall,

her side bias throughout the test appears to indicate some

difficulty with discriminating the objects echoically and/or

visually.

with the pair SA:PV and TP:F8 tested in Conditional

MTS, Elele had a strong bias to respond to the F8, regard

less of whether it was the correct match or not or whether

it was located in the right echoic box or the left box. Her

responses indicate that her difficulty with this test was

not due to an inability to discriminate the PV from the F8

echoically .

with the pair FK:SQ and CW:VE tested in Conditional

MTS, Elele displayed a strong bias to choose the alternative

object in the left box, regardless of what object appeared

as sample. She responded correctly on 64 (88.9%) of 72 tri

als in which the match appeared in the left box and to only

11 (15.3%) of 72 trials in which the match appeared in the

right box. Her inability to acquire these relationships in

dicates either a difficulty with the conditional paradigm

itself and/or a difficulty in discriminating the objects

visually and/or echoically.

Finally, with the pair UT and RG tested in Identity

MTS, Elele showed a strong bias towards choosing the RG
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regardless of whether it appeared as sample or not, and re

gardless of whether it appeared in the right or left echoic

box. Of 72 trials given in which RG was the correct

alternative, Elele was correct on 64 trials (88.9%). In

contrast when UT was the correct alternative, Elele was cor

rect on only 12 (16.7%) of 72 trials. Her response bias in

dicates that her difficulty with this pair was not due to an

inability to discriminate the alternatives echoically, but

may have been a result of an inability to discriminate them

visually.

Overall, the results of this experiment indicate that

something beyond presenting Conditional and Identity MTS

tests successively with one pair of objects at a time may be

responsible for poorer performance than had been achieved

(at least in the Identity Condition) previously in Experi

ments 3 and 5. Table 9 provides some evidence that the

difficulty might lie in the visual and/or echoic discrimin

ability of the pairs which were chosen for V-E MTS tests.
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Experiment 9

In Experiment 7 Elele performed at chance levels on

Identity V-E MTS (as well as Conditional V-E MTS) with novel

objects. In Experiment 8 similar results were obtained,

though one familiar pair of objects experienced marginal

success. In neither of these experiments were objects to be

used in cross-modal tests first tested in E-E or v-v MTS.

Thus, there was no way of knowing how easily these objects

were discriminated, echoically or visually the dolphin. It

would seem an important requisite for accurate cross-modal

matching that the objects used be easily discriminable both

echoically and visually (cf. Bryant, 1968). If a pair of

objects is discriminated well both echoically and visually,

then cross-modal matching, if it is in fact a process of

recognition of features across the senses, should proceed

either immediately or very rapidly, provided that the sub

ject focus attention on the relevant features which transfer

easily between modalities (e.g., shape and not material).

In contrast, if cross-modal matching is a process of

associative learning, then even with preliminary pure echoic

and pure visual experience, acquisition should not be imme

diate and should be relatively slower than it would be if

the same Object is perceived across the senses. Likewise,

if a pair of Objects is discriminated poorly either

echoically or visually or both, then regardless of the
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nature of the cross-modal process, performance should be

poor. In Part A of the current experiment objects used in

Experiment 8 were tested in E-E and V-V MTS to examine how

easily the dolphin could discriminate them, echoically and

visually. In Part B, "good" pairs of objects (those which

were discriminated both echoically and visually at levels

significantly above chance) and "poor" pairs of objects

(those which were not discriminated both echoically and

visually at levels significantly above chance) were re

tested in both V-E and E-V Identity MTS.

Part 1

Method

Apparatus. The same echoic boxes described in Experiments 1

and 3 were used here for E-E MTS. The apparatus for V-V MTS

was identical to that described in Experiment 1.

Materials. Figure 22 shows the six pairs of objects,

labeled Set 8, which were tested. Objects within pairs

shared similar histories from Experiment 8.

Procedure. Each pair was tested for 20 trials in v-v MTS and

20 trials in E-E MTS and each object appeared as sample 10

times in each of these tasks. Sessions consisted of either

V-v or E-E MTS test trials using pairs of objects from Set 8

interposed among baseline trials using mixed pairs of
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SETS

FV

NS

SA

TP

cw

FK

PV

FS

VE

SQ

UT

RG

Figure 22. Objects from Set 8 used in tests of V-V, E-E, E
V and V-E MTS. Object pairings are as indicated.
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objects from Set 1. Each session was 20 trials in length

and a total of 27 sessions were conducted.

Tests of E-E and v-v MTS proceeded in three stages. In

stage 1 each pair of objects was tested in the modality or

modalities in which they had appeared in Experiment 8. In

the first six sessions, those objects which had appeared as

visual samples in V-E MTS in Experiment 8 (i.e., ew, FK, FV,

NS, SA, TP, UT, RG) were tested in Identity v-v MTS. Each

of these sessions consisted of two trials with each pair

from Set 8 (n = 4) interposed among 12 baseline trials. In

the following six sessions, those objects which had appeared

as echoic alternatives in V-E MTS in Experiment 8 (i.e., FV,

NS, UT, RG, PV, F8, VE, SQ) were tested in Identity E-E MTS.

Again, each session consisted of two trials with each pair

from Set 7 interposed among 12 baseline trials.

In Stage 2, all object pairs were tested in the

alternate modality from which they had appeared in Experi

ment 8. First, the pair, PV/F8 were tested in v-v MTS for

two sessions. The first session consisted of eight test

trials with the pair interposed among 12 baseline trials.

The second session consisted of four test trials with PV/F8

interposed among 16 baseline trials. Next, the pairs eW/FK,

and SA/TP were tested in E-E MTS for three sessions. Each

session consisted of four test trials with each pair

interposed among 12 baseline trials. Following this, the

pair VE and SQ were tested in v-v MTS in a single session of
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12 test trials and 8 baseline trials. At this point (the

end of Session 19), each pair of objects had been tested 12

times in v-v and 12 times in E-E.

In Stage 3, an additional eight trials of E-E and v-v

MTS were conducted with each pair. First, four sessions

were run of E-E MTS. In each session, two trials with each

pair of objects were run along with eight baseline trials.

Following this, four sessions were run of v-v MTS with each

pair of objects being tested twice in a session along with 8

baseline trials.

For all Stages and all sessions, the trial-by-trial E-E

and V-V MTS procedures were identical to those described in

Experiments 1 and 3. The rules for balancing trials within

these sessions and for ordering trials were also identical

to those described in these experiments.

Results and Discussion

Elele's performance on baseline trials over the entire

experiment was errorless in both V-V and E-E MTS. However,

her performance across each of the test pairs from Set 7

varied considerably. Figure 23 shows Elele's performance in

v-V and E-E MTS with each pair of objects from Set 7

collapsed over all stages. The dotted line indicates the

percentage of correct matches which is significantly above

chance levels of performance at the .05 level. Elele per

formed above chance levels in v-V MTS with the pairs CW/FK,
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Figure 23. comparison of v-v and E-E MTS performance accu
racy for pairs of objects used in Experiment 8. Numbers of
trials in each test are indicated above each bar.
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SA/TP, and PV/F8. She performed above chance levels in E-E

MTS with the pairs SA/TP, PV/F8, and UT/RG. Therefore, Elele

performed above chance in both v-v and E-E MTS with two

pairs, SA/TP and PV/F8. with the pair SA/TP, she matched

correctly on all 20 trials in v-v MTS and on 16 (80.0%) of

20 trials in E-E MTS. with the pair PV/F8, she matched

correctly on all 20 trials in both v-v and E-E MTS. Because

each of these pairs scored above chance levels in E-E and V

V MTS they were considered "good" pairs for subsequent tests

of V-E and E-V MTS. Interestingly, these pairs had been

used in Experiment 8 in tests of Conditional V-E MTS, with

no success. Two other pairs, VE/SQ and CW/FK, which had

also been tested in Conditional V-E MTS in Experiment 8, met

with less success in tests of E-E and v-v MTS than the pairs

PV/F8 and SA/TP. with the pair VE/SQ, Elele matched

correctly on only 13 (65.0%) of 20 trials in v-v MTS and on

11 (55.0%) of 20 trials in E-E MTS. with the pair CW/FK,

she had a little bit more success matching correctly on 19

(95.0%) of 20 trials in v-v MTS, but on only 12 (60.0%) of

20 trials in E-E MTS. Since both pairs evidenced chance

levels of performance in at least one within-modal test,

they were designated "poor" pairs for subsequent tests of V

E and E-V MTS.

Finally, Elele's E-E and v-v MTS performance on pairs

of objects which had been used previously in the Identity

MTS task in Experiment 8, was not "good." with the pair
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UT/RG, Elele matched correctly on 15 (75.0%) of 20 trials in

E-E MTS (p < .05) but her performance on V-V MTS was exactly

chance. This data confirms why V-E MTS performance on RG/UT

in Experiment 8 was so poor - Elele had difficulties

visually discriminating between the objects. The same

correlation is not as apparent for the pair FV/NS.

Theoretically, with such poor performances in V-V and E-E

MTS (Elele matched correctly on only 50.0% of the trials),

Elele should have had considerable difficulty with this pair

in V-E MTS in Experiment 8. Though her performance remained

at chance levels for five blocks of trials, in the sixth

block, Elele matched correctly on 18 of 24 trials (p < .05).

However, it is possible that this level of performance was

due to chance.

Part 2

Immediately following tests of E-E and V-V MTS, four of

the pairs (two "good" pairs and two "poor" pairs) were cho

sen for testing in Identity V-E and E-V MTS, to examine

whether performance level on within-modal matching tasks

could serve as a predictor of performance level on cross

modal matching tasks.
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Method

Apparatus. The same echoic boxes and other apparati used in

Experiments 4 and 5 for E-V and V-E MTS, respectively were

used here.

Materials. Two "good" pairs of objects and two "poor" pairs

of objects were chosen from the six pairs tested in E-E and

v-v MTS in Part A. A "good" pair was defined as one with

which performance on both E-E and v-v MTS was above chance

levels. The two good pairs of objects were PV/F8 and SA/TP.

The objects in these pairs shared a similar history as each

object from a pair had previously been conditionally

associated with one of the objects from the alternate pair

in V-E MTS in Experiments 7 and 8: PV had been conditionally

associated with SA and F8 had been conditionally associated

with TP. Elele never acquired any of these conditional

matches.

A "poor" pair was defined as one with which performance

on at least one within-modal task was below chance levels.

Four pairs of objects qualified as candidates under this

definition. The two pairs which were chosen (VE/SQ, and

CW/FK) had a similar history to the "good" pairs in that

they also served as conditional objects in Experiment 8 - VE

had been conditionally associated with CW and SQ had been

conditionally associated with FK. Also, Elele never

acquired the conditional associations of VE with CW or SQ

with FK.
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Procedure. Each pair of objects was tested separately for

64 trials in both V-E and E-V MTS (Previous cross-modal

tests with these objects had only been in V-E MTS). The

presentation of good and poor pairs as well as the

presentation of matching tasks was counterbalanced to

control for order effects, as shown in Table 10. Four

sessions were conducted with each pair in each matching

task. Each session consisted of 16 test trials with either

a "good" pair or a "poor" pair and 8 baseline trials using

objects from Set 1. Thus a total of 64 trials were

conducted for each pair in each task. Sessions were

balanced for the occurrence of a particular test object as

sample, and for the particular side of the sample on which

the matching alternative appeared. Baseline trials were

interposed pseudo-randomly among test trials and no more

than three matching alternatives appeared consecutively on

the same side of the sample. In order to examine for

immediacy of matching, the four unique trial-types for a

particular pair of objects were presented in the first

session of a new test before anyone of them was repeated.

Finally, all trial-by-trial procedures and controls were

identical to those described for E-V and V-E MTS in

Experiments 5 and 6.
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Table 10.-- Experimental design for testing E-V and V-E MTS
with "good" pairs of objects (Elele had performed signifi
cantly above chance with these pairs in E-E and v-v MTS) and
"poor" pairs of objects (Elele had performed at chance lev
els in at least one within-modal task).

Test

1

2

Pair

PV/F8

PV/F8

Pair Type

Good

Good

MTS Task

E-V

V-E

3

4

VE/SQ

VE/SQ

Poor

Poor

V-E

E-V

5

6

CW/FK

CW/FK

Poor

Poor

E-V

V-E

7

8

SA/TP

SA/TP

Good

Good

V-E

E-V
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Results and Discussion

Figure 24 shows Elele's performance accuracy in tests

of E-V and V-E MTS with "poor" pairs and "good" pairs from

Part A as well as with the baseline objects. Elele was

errorless on baseline trials in E-V and V-E MTS. She also

performed at or near ceiling levels with the pairs of

objects designated "good" pairs from previous tests of E-E

and v-v MTS tests. with the pair PV/F8, Elele matched cor

rectly on all 64 trials in E-V MTS and then showed near

perfect symmetry in V-E MTS matching correctly on 63 (98.4%)

of 64 trials. with the other "good" pair of objects SA/TP,

Elele matched correctly on 60 (93.8 %) of 64 trials in V-E

MTS and then showed good transfer to the E-V MTS task,

matching correctly on 58 (90.6%) of 64 trials. Across both

"good" pairs combined there was no significant difference in

performance between E-V and V-E MTS (x 2(N=256, 1)= 0.00, R >

.05). Likewise, for each "good" pair the differences in

performance between E-V and V-E MTS were not significant:

for PV/F8 (x 2(N=128, 1)= 0.00, R > .05) and for SA/TP (x 2=

(N=128, 1) = .11, R > .05). Finally, there was no differ

ence between the performance on the first task given and the

second task given (x 2(N=256, 1)=.38, R > 005) 0

In contrast to Elele's impressive performance in E-V

and V-E MTS with "good" pairs of objects, her performance in

E-V and V-E MTS with "poor" pairs was less robust. with the

pair, VE/SQ, Elele performed at chance levels in both V-E
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Figure 24. E-V and V-E Identity MTS performance accuracy
with two pairs of objects which had experienced above
chance performance in tests of E-E and v-v MTS ("good"
pairs) and two pairs which had experienced below chance per
formance in either or both E-E and v-v MTS tests ("poor"
pairs) .
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and E-V MTS. In V-E MTS, Elele matched correctly on only 32

(50.0%) of 64 trials. In E-V MTS she matched correctly on

35 (54.7%) of 64 trials (p > .05). Similarly with the pair

CW/FK , Elele performed at chance levels. In E-V MTS she

matched correctly on 31 (48.4%) of 64 trials and in V-E MTS,

she matched correctly on 33 (51.6%) of 64 trials. As was

the case with good pairs, there was no significant differ

ence in E-V versus V-E matching performance with poor pairs,

either when collapsed together (x2(N=256, 1)= 0.00, R > .05)

or individually: for VE/SQ (x2(N= 128, 1)=.13, P > .05) and

for CW/FK (x2(N=128, 1)=.03, ~ > .05). Likewise, there was

no difference in performance between the first task

experienced and the second (x2(N=256, 1)=.25, R > .05).

Finally, Elele's performance accuracy with "poor" pairs dif

fered dramatically from her performance accuracy with "good"

pairs. with "good" pairs she matched correctly on 122

(95.3%) of 128 trials in E-V MTS. with "poor" pairs she

matched correctly on only 66 (51.6%) of 128 trials in E-V

MTS. The difference between these two performances is sig

nificant (x2(N=256, 1)= 60.6, ~ < .001). Similarly, with

"good" pairs Elele matched correctly on 123 (96.1%) of 128

trials in V-E MTS. with "poor" pairs she matched correctly

on only 65 (50.8%) of 128 trials. Again, the difference

between these two performances is significant (x2(N=256, 1)=

65.1, ~ < .001).
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In addition to these overall results, performance on

the first exposure of the unique trial-types across pairs of

objects revealed significant transfer for good pairs, but

not for poor pairs. Elele was correct on 13 (81.3%) of the

16 first exposures of the unique trial-types for both good

pairs collapsed together in E-V and V-E MTS (R < .05). She

was correct on only 9 (56.3%) of the 16 first exposures of

the unique trial-types for both poor pairs collapsed

together in E-V and V-E MTS (R > .05).

A Pearson's r correlation coefficient analysis was

performed to investigate the relationship between within

modal task ~erformance and cross-modal task performance.

For the cross-modal task variable combined scores of V-E and

E-V for each pair was used. For the within-modal task

variable only E-E MTS performance was used because chance

(or poor) performance was experienced by both "poor" pairs

in this task while it was experienced by only one "poor"

pair in the v-v MTS task: Recall that in order to qualify

as a lIpoor ll pair, performance accuracy had to be at chance

levels for only one of the two within-modal tasks). The

analysis revealed a significant linear relationship between

E-E MTS performance on pairs of objects and sUbsequent E-V

and V-E MTS performance (r (4) = .95, df = 2, P <.05). That

is, when E-E MTS performance accuracy for good and poor

pairs was plotted against combined V-E and E-V MTS

performances for these same pairs, a significant linear
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relationship was revealed between these variables (see Fig

ure 25). Thus, the type of performance achieved in within

modal tasks (at least for E-E MTS) is related to the type of

performance achieved in cross-modal tasks.

Taken together, the results described above provide

evidence that Elele could acquire both E-V and V-E MTS imme

diately or extremely rapidly with pairs of objects with

which she had shown good E-E and V-V MTS performance. Con

versely, cross-modal acquisition was difficult with pairs of

objects with which E-E MTS or E-E and V-V MTS was poor.

It is interesting to note the contrast in performance

of Objects from good pairs in the Identity MTS task and the

previous Conditional MTS tasks (see Experiment 7 and 8).

The PV, F8, SA and TP were shown to be discriminable

echoically and visually. However, in Conditional MTS tests

in which PV was associated with SA and F8 with TP, Elele did

not show any signs of significant acquisition of these rela

tionships. Yet when each of these same objects was used in

Identity cross-modal tests, Elele performed extremely well.

There are two possible explanations for this difference in

performance: a) the E-E and v-V tests with each Object

(conducted after the conditional tests but before the iden

tity tests), had some positive effect on the identity tests

and/or b) the identity task was accomplished more easily be

cause the dolphin was able to utilize identical object
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Figure 25. Linear regression line depicting the relationship
between performance in E-E MTS and sUbsequent performance in
E-V and V-E MTS for the two "good" and "poor" pairs of ob
jects.



information across modalities. These possibilities were

examined in the final set of experiments.
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CHAPTER IV

Experiment 10

In Experiment 9, successful E-V and V-E MTS was

evidenced using pairs of objects which had proven discrimin

able both echoically and visually, but not with pairs which

were difficult to discriminate either echoically or

echoically and visually. When object pairs which showed

good echoic and visual discriminability were tested in E-V

and V-E MTS, they evidenced an immediate or near-immediate

recognition. When Object pairs which showed either poor

echoic discriminability or poor echoic and visual discrimin

ability were tested in E-V and V-E MTS, they evidenced poor

recognition. These results suggest that Objects considered

for E-V or V-E cross-modal tasks should be first verified as

discriminable both echoically and visually, if the cross

modal tasks are to be successful (cf. Bryant, 1968).

In the current experiment a new set of novel objects

was tested in V-E and E-V MTS (Part 2). Prior to these

cross-modal tests, the objects were tested in V-V and E-E

MTS to ensure their visual and echoic discriminability,

respectively (Part 1). Furthermore, the objects were

designed so that successful visual and echoic

discrimination, if it occurred, would be based exclusively,

or nearly so, on differences in shape between Objects, a
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fundamental feature which, theoretically, can be shared

across the senses of vision and echolocation.

Part 1

In this part, pairs of objects were tested in E-E and

v-v MTS for a limited number of trials until 12 pairs were

found that yielded good discrimination both echoically and

visually.

Method

Apparatus. The same echoic boxes described in Experiments

1, 2, and 3 were used in the current experiment for E-E MTS.

The same apparatus described in Experiment 1 for V-V MTS was

used here as well.

Materials. Unlike objects in earlier sets which often var

ied in material, size, and shape (and which, as a result may

have been discriminated echoically and visually by one or

more of these features), the objects in the current set were

all composed from the same material and were equated within

pairs for surface area. All objects were all constructed

from Schedule 40 or Schedule 80, 1/2 in (1.27 cm), 3/4 in

(1.91 em), 1 in (2.54 em), or 1 1/2 in (3.81 cm) gray PVC

pipe and fittings. All objects were sand-filled to reduce

internal reflections from air-filled cavities during

echolocation, thereby emphasizing surface features. Figures
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26a through 26e, labeled Set 9, show each pair of objects

tested. Pairs were designed to be distinct from each other

in shape, as judged by several experimenters. The specific

thicknesses of PVC used within pairs were the same in an at

tempt to discourage the dolphin from using differences in

gross reflectivity to discriminate objects echoically.

Likewise, the percentage of difference in surface area

between objects within pairs was kept small (with the

exception of one pair, all less than 10%) to encourage the

dolphin to rely on shape information to discriminate

echoically between objects. 5 Table 11 lists the surface

area measurements for each object pair in Set 9 as well as

the percentage difference in surface areas between objects

within pairs. Since Elele could approach the front of the

echoic boxes from almost any angle and therefore

theoretically examine objects within the boxes using her

echolocation sense from several different perspectives, sur-

face areas were calculated by taking the total surface area

of each object and then halving that total. This provided

an average measure of the surface area on which Elele could

potentially echolocate for each object.

5 Theortically, the dolphin should be capable of resolving the different thicknesses of PVC tubing and
fittings used to construct the various objects in the current experiment both echoically and visually.
Echoically, the dolphin should be able to resolve widths of sand-filled PVC tubing on the order of 1.25
em, given that the dolphin's echolocation signals can range up to 120 kHZ (i.e., a signal this high in
frequency should produce a wavelength of approximately 1.25 em). Likewise, at the dolphin's best
viewing distance in air (approximately 205m; Herman et al., 1975) the dolphin should be able to resolve
widths of PVC tubing as small as .58 cm.
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Figure 26a Computer-scanned pictures of pairs of objects in
Set 9 Group 1 used in E-E and v-v MTS calibration tests. Ob
ject sizes are not to scale.
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SET 9 - GROUP 2
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Figure 26b Computer-scanned pictures of pairs of objects in
Set 9 Group 2 used in E-E and v-v MTS calibration tests. Ob
ject sizes are not to scale.
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Figure 26c Computer-scanned pictures of pairs of objects in
Set 9 Group 3 used in E-E and v-v MTS calibration tests. Ob
ject sizes are not to scale.
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SET 9 - GROUP 4
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Figure 26d Computer-scanned pictures of pairs of objects in
Set 9 Group 4 used in E-E and v-v MTS calibration tests. Ob
ject sizes are not to scale.
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SET 9 - GROUP 5
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Figure 26e Computer-scanned pictures of pairs of objects in
Set 9 Group 5 used in E-E and v-v MTS calibration tests. Ob
ject sizes are not to scale.



Table 11.-- Physical parameters and measurements for each
object and each pair of objects in Set 9.
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Group Pair Object 1 ~ Surface Object 2 ~ Surface % Difference

"',."'''' ",r",,,, ".,.~,,!';

1 1 AN 135.28 TE 108.36 19.89

1 2 CO 119.12 RI 120.20 0.89

1 3 WA 111.5 BC 115.00 3.04

2 4 SC 168.34 TO 152.89 9.18

2 5 KW 152.01 HG 158.05 3.82

2 6 OP 292.68 OL 293.75 0.36

3 7 SP 123.76 AT 122.50 1.01

3 8 JW 137.31 SM 135.88 1.04

3 9 DR 170.64 SW 170.43 0.12

4 10 PS 205.13 BR 210.38 2.49

4 11 FG 139.54 PF 138.96 0.41

4 12 py 195.90 BF 196.72 0.41

5 13 RO 193.88 ST 193.88 0.00

5 14 TB 141. 90 CT 142.02 0.08

5 15 PO 158.15 WR 158.68 0.33
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All objects appearing in air were hand-held by

assistants wearing white T-shirts and opaque goggles over

their eyes. All objects appearing underwater in the echoic

boxes were suspended from monofilament fishing line attached

to wooden bars as described in Experiments 7 and 8. To

suspend an object within the echoic box the wooden bar for

that object was placed on two horizontal PVC pipes attached

to either the left or right of the grating inside the box.

Thus, objects remained stationary in the box and did not

rotate or change orientativn.

Procedure. Groups of three pairs of novel objects were

tested until 12 pairs were found yielding 75% correct or

better performance in both E-E and v-v MTS. Several

controls were used to ensure that the dolphin had no

opportunity to associate echoic and visual experiences with

any test pair. First, no object was ever exposed at the

same time to both senses. Second, E-E and v-v MTS tests

with the same pair were never contiguous. Each pair within

a group was first tested singly in one modality. Then, only

after all three pairs had completed testing within the same

modality was testing continued with each pair in the

alternate modality. Thus, between E-E and v-v MTS tests

with a particular pair in a group, tests with the remaining

two pairs were conducted lasting at least four days. This

was done to eliminate the possibility that temporal
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contiguity between E-E and v-v MTS with a particular pair

might lead the dolphin to form visual and echoic

associations.

Each v-v or E-E MTS test with a particular pair of

objects was completed in two sessions of 24 trials each.

Thus, it took a minimum of 12 days to complete v-v and E-E

MTS tests for a group of objects (2 tests x 3 pairs x 2

sessions per pair x 1 session per day). Twelve trials with

a test pair from Set 9 were run in each session. These

trials were interposed among 12 baseline trials using

objects from Set 1 of Experiment 1.

The v-v and E-E MTS trial-by-trial procedures and con

trols were identical to those described for Experiments 1

and 3, respectively, except that in v-v MTS, the sample

object remained in view throughout the alternative presenta

tion. By having the sample remain in view, the v-v MTS task

became more parallel to the E-E MTS task in which the sample

object remains available for inspection in the central

echoic box throughout the trial.

The particular task (either E-E or v-v MTS) in which a

group was first tested alternated across successive groups

with Group 1 being tested first in v-v MTS. The only excep

tion to this was Group 5. For this group the pairs RO/ST

and TB/CT were first tested in v-v MTS. The pair PO/WR,

however, was first tested in E-E MTS due to a procedural
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error. Overall, eight pairs were tested in v-v MTS first

and seven pairs were tested in E-E MTS first.

Prior to the start of testing with a particular group

in a particular modality, the dolphin was habituated to all

objects within the group using the particular modality to be

tested exclusively. Habituation, as discussed in earlier

experiments, was conducted in order to avoid problems of

neophobia and/or perceptual learning which might otherwise

preclude a "true" assessment of immediacy of recognition in

the E-E or v-v MTS tasks (Pack et al., 1991). The visual

and echoic habituation procedures were identical to those

discussed in earlier experiments. In both visual and echoic

habituation, 66 exposure trials were split over two and

sometimes three sessions (depending on how many fish and how

much time was available). Each of the six test objects in a

group (3 pairs x 2 objects per pair) was exposed 8 times and

all objects were exposed an equal number of times before any

repetitions occurred. In addition, 18 exposure trials with

objects from Set 1 were interposed among the 48 trials with

the objects from the test group. Each of the six objects

from Set 1 was tested three times. Importantly, during

echoic habituation (as well as during E-E MTS testing), the

dolphin never experienced any of the objects visually.

Likewise, during visual habituation (and v-v MTS), the dol

phin never experienced any objects underwater where

potentially, they could be examined echoically.
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Finally, over the course of E-E and v-v MTS calibra

tions (which spanned six months), a small and equal number

of V-E and E-V MTS practice sessions using Set 1 baseline

objects were run to ensure that Elele would retain these

tasks. The procedures for these practice sessions were

identical to those used earlier in Experiments 1 and 4.

Results and Discussion

Five groups (15 pairs) of objects were tested before 12

pairs were found that Elele matched at or above 75% correct

in both V-V and E-E MTS. Overall, Elele's v-v and E-E MTS

performance with Set 9, shown in Figure 27, was quite im

pressive. For 13 of 15 pairs Elele performed at levels of

90% correct matches or better in v-v MTS. For 10 of 15

pairs, she was errorless in v-v MTS. In E-E MTS Elele

performed at levels of 90% correct matches or better for 7

of 15 pairs and at levels of 83% correct matches or better

for 11 of 15 pairs. In total, 14 (93.3%) of 15 pairs were

matched in V-Vat levels of 75% correct or better (p < .001,

cumulative binomial test) and 12 (80.0%) of 15 pairs were

matched in E-E at levels of 75% correct or better (p < .05

by the cumulative binomial test).

Table 12 provides a detailed summary of Elele's

matching performance in E-E and V-V MTS for each pair of

objects tested. Collapsing the data for all pairs in each

task, Elel matched correctly on 343 (95.3%) of 360 trials in

v-v MTS and on 303 (84.2%) of 360 trials in E-E MTS. The
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Figure 27. Percent correct matches for each pair of Set 9
objects calibrated in E-E and v-v MTS. Twenty-four trials
with each pair were run in each task.
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Table 12.-- Number of correct matches overall in E-E and v-v
MTS calibration tests with Set 9, and performance accuracy
on the first trial with each object of a pair acting as sam
ple. For first trials a "+" indicates a correct match, a "
II indicates an incorrect match. Also, * indicates p < .05,
** indications p < .001, using the binomial test with a
chance probability of .5.

v-v MTS E-E HTS

PAIR 1st Sample Total 1st Sample Total

trials trials

A B (n=24) A B (n=24)

AN/TE + + 24** + a 13

CO/RI + + 23** + + 23**

WA/BC + + 22** + 0 21**

SC/TD 0 0 19* + + 22**

KW/HG + + 24** + + 23**

OP/DL + + 24** + + 20**

SPlAT + + 24** + + 21**

JW/SM + + 16 + + 15

DH/SW + + 24** + + 21**

PS/BR + + 24** a + 22**

FG/PF 0 + 23** 0 0 16

PY/BF + + 24** + + 24**

RO/ST + + 24** 0 + 22**

TB/CT + + 24** + 0 22**

PO/WR + + 24** + + 18*

TOTAL 27 343 23 303

% 90.0 95.3 76.7 84.2
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difference in these overall performances is significant

(x 2 (N=72 0 , 1)= 22.9, R < .001). In addition to overall

performance accuracy, Table 6 shows Elele's performance on

the first occasion with each object of a pair acting as sam

ple. This is the most stringent measure for judging

immediacy of v-v and E-E MTS recognition as it allows no

opportunity for associative learning between what is

experienced as sample and what is experienced as matching

alternative. using the first occurrence of each object as

sample is more stringent than using the first four unique

trial-types (as was done in previous experiments) because

the latter measure, potentially, allows the dolphin to apply

knowledge acquired from its first encounter with an object

as sample to its second encounter with that same object as

sample (when it appears as the match on the alternate side

from the initial trial), whereas the former measure does not

allow this. How rapidly did Elele recognize novel objects

echoically during E-E MTS? Over 15 pairs there are 30

first-trial occurrences of each object of a pair acting as

sample. Elele matched correctly on 23 (76.7%) of these

trials (p < .05, cumulative binomial test). These results

provide new evidence of the dolphin's ability to immediately

recognize complexly-shaped objects using echolocation

exclusively, while controlling for surface area and material

composition. Prior studies of echoic discrimination of

shape by dolphins (Au et al., 1980; Nachtigall et al., 1980)
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used only a few basic shapes, specifically cylinders and

spheres or cylinders and cubes and did not report evidence

for immediate recognition of shape. The primary interest of

these studies was to determine the bases for successful

echoic recognition of simple shapes by examining the

structure of the echoes returned from the various objects

(e.g., amplitude, waveforms, and frequency spectra), with

little or no consideration given to whether echoic

information might yield rich mental representations (see

also, Au, 1992).

Elele also demonstrated immediate visual recognition of

novel objects in v-v MTS. Of the 30 first-trial occurrences

of each object in a pair as sample, Elele was correct on 27

(90.0%) (p < .001, cumulative binomial test). comparing the

first trial data across both conditions shows no significant

difference in immediate recognition between E-E MTS and V-V

MTS (X 2 (H= 6 0 , 1)=1.08, £ > .05). Overall, the performance

levels observed in v-v MTS extend earlier findings of

immediate visual recognition of objects in v-v MTS to

include complex-shaped objects made of the same materials

and equated within pairs for surface area (see Hunter, 1988

for similar data with two-dimensional figures)

Finally, Table 13 shows Elele's matching performance

for the first within-modal test given and the second test

given for each pair of objects. Over all pairs, there was

no significant difference in performance between matching



Table 13.-- E-E and v-v MTS performance as the first or
second test experienced by the dolphin across pairs of
objects.
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PAIR FIRST TEST - V-V SECOND TEST - E-E

AN/TE 24 13

CO/RI 23 23

WA/BC 22 21

SPlAT 24 21

JW/SM 16 15

DH/SW 24 21

RO/ST 24 22

TB/CT 24 22

TOTAL (n=192) 181 158

PAIR FIRST TEST - E-E SECOND TEST - V-V

SC/TD 22 19

KW/HG 23 24

OP/DL 20 24

PS/BR 22 24

FG/PF 16 23

PY/BF 24 24

PO/WR 18 24

TOTAL (n=168) 145 162
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accuracy in the first within-modal test experienced by Elele

and matching accuracy in the second within-modal test

(x2(H=720, 1)= .38, R > .05). On tests experienced first

(both E-E and V-V MTS), Elele matched correctly on 326

(90.6%) of 360 trials. On tests experienced second, Elele

matched correctly on 320 (88.9%) of 360 trials. A

comparison between V-V MTS when it was tested first (181

correct matches [94.3%] out of 192 trials) versus when V-V

MTS was preceded by E-E MTS with the same pairs (162 correct

matches [96.4%] out of 168 trials) shows no significant

difference in performance (x 2(H=360, 1) = .51, R >.05).

Similiarly, a comparison between E-E MTS when it was tested

first (145 correct matches [86.3%] out of 168 trials) versus

when E-E MTS was preceded by V-V MTS with the same pairs

(158 correct matches [82.3%] out of 192 trials) shows no

significant difference in performance (x2(H=360, 1) = .80, R

> .05). Thus, testing in V-V MTS prior to E-E MTS did not

appear to have any appreciable effect on E-E performance.

Likewise, testing in E-E MTS prior to v-V MTS did not appear.

to have any appreciable effect on V-V performance. There

are at least two possible reasons why matching in one

modality did not apparantely assist matching in the

alternate modality with the same pair of objects. First, E

E and v-V MTS tests with a particular pair were separated

from each other by at least four days of testing with other

pairs. Second, both V-V MTS and E-E MTS when tested first
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were already at high levels, 94.3% and 86.3% respectively.

In another study, Harley (1993) using a bottlenosed dolphin,

showed some facilitation of an originally difficult v-v MTS

task with several objects after E-E MTS was run with the

same objects. However, the performance levels Harley (1993)

witnessed originally in v-v MTS were highly impoverished

compared with those observed in v-v MTS in the current

experiment.

Part 2

In Part 1, pairs of novel objects were calibrated in E

E and v-v MTS to test for their echoic and visual discrimin

ability, respectively. In Part 2, immediacy of V-E and E-V

recognition was measured using several of the object pairs

from Set 8 with which dolphin performed well in E-E and v-v

MTS. The tests of E-V and V-E MTS were considered novel

generalization tests of cross-modal recognition for several

reasons. First, during E-E MTS with Set 8 Elele never expe

rienced an object visually and during v-v MTS Elele never

experienced an object from Set 8 echoically. Second, as men

tioned earlier, the v-v and E-E MTS tests with a particular

pair of objects were never contiguous and thus provided no

opportunity for learning that a particular echo might accom

pany a particular visual experience.
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Method

Apparatus. The same echoic boxes used in earlier

experiments were used here for V-E and E-V MTS. In

addition, a Labcore customized hydrophone sensitive to

approximately 17 kHz was used to monitor a portion of

Elele's echolocation signals. For the E-V MTS task, the

hydrophone was placed underwater behind the wooden slats at

the back of the central echoic box and extended

approximately 15.2 cm below the bottom of the box. For the

V-E MTS task, the hydrophone was placed below the echoic box

to the dolphin's left of the position where the sample

object was exposed in air. This was the box on which Elele

almost always echolocated first during V-E MTS (cf.

Experiment 11). The hydrophone was attached through

shielded cabling to a custociized Archer mini amplifier

Catalogue No. 227-1008B which was connected to a Marantz

cassette deck Model PMD430. The cassette deck had an upper

response frequency of about 17 kHz. The output from the

cassette deck was sent directly into a Sony 8 rom video

recorder. The assistant who video-taped experimental

sessions also monitored the audio recordings by wearing

Realistic Nova 55 earphones attached to the cassette deck.

Objects. Eight of the 12 pairs of objects from Part A

yielding performance levels in E-E and v-v MTS at or above

75% correct were used for V-E and E-V MTS tests. These
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eight pairs, labeled Set 10 as a whole, were DL/OP, WA/BC,

CO/RI, PY/BF, PS/BR, TB/CT, DH/SW, and PO/WR (see Figure

26). Elele had matched correctly on 189 (98.4%) of 192

trials in v-v MTS with these pairs, and on 171 (89.1%) of

192 trials in E-E MTS (x2(N=384, 1)=12.84, ~ < .001). The

number of days intervening between the final day of within

modal testing with a particular pair in a particular

modality and the first day of within-modal testing with that

pair in the alternate modality was at least 6 days and as

many as 18 days (mean = median = 11 days). During these

intervals other tests with other pairs were run. Therefore,

there was no opportunity in the within-modal tests to learn

through association that the visual percept from an object

was associated with a particular echoic percept.

Furthermore, the number of days which intervened between

the final day of within-modal testing and the first day of

cross-modal testing for the pairs listed above was

respectively, 113, 166, 179, 84, 104, 79, 153, and 98 days.

Each of these intervals was also filled with tests of other

pairs of objects.

Procedure. The design for the tests of cross-modal

recognition appears in Table 14. Each of the eight pairs of

objects was first tested in one cross-modal task and then

after completion of that task was tested in the alternate

cross-modal task. For four of the pairs E-V MTS was tested



Table 14.-- Experimental design for V-E and E-V tests.
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Pair First MTS Test Second MTS Test

DL/OP E-V V-E

WA/BC V-E E-V

CO/RI V-E E-V

PY/BF E-V V-E

PS/BR V-E E-V

TB/CT E-V V-E

DH/SW E-V V-E

PO/WR V-E E-V
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first, and for the other four, V-E MTS was tested first. The

presentation of each test, E-V or V-E across all pairs was

counterbalanced to control for order effects.

Each test (E-V and V-E MTS) consisted of 48 trials and

was conducted over four sessions. Each session consisted of

12 trials using one pair from Set 10 interposed among 12

baseline-trials using objects from Set 1. Trials within

sessions were balanced as described in Experiments 3 and 4.

Trial-by-trial procedures and controls were the same as

those described earlier for V-E and E-V MTS, except that in

V-E MTS, the sample object was not withdrawn after the 5 sec

exposure interval had elapsed. Rather, it remained in view

throughout the test trial. By keeping the visual sample in

view during the presentation of the echoic alternatives, the

V-E MTS task better paralleled the E-V MTS task, in which

the sample object remains in the central echoic box while

the alternative objects appear in air.

In each session, the first two trials were always com

posed of baseline objects as a "warm-up" for upcoming test

trials. For each first session (of a four session sequence

with a particular pair in either E-V or V-E) the first four

test trials given were the four unique trial-types

(described in Experiment 1) for the particular test pair of

Set 10. The order of these four trial-types was randomized

and balanced over successive tests. Also, the first trial

with each object of a pair acting as sample was balanced
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across all tests for which side (left or right of the

sample), the matching alternative appeared.

All sessions were video-taped for archival purposes.

In addition, audio recordings of the sounds produced

underwater by Elele were made using the hydrophone set-up,

described earlier. To insure that recorded sounds were

generated by Elele and not from the other dolphin in the

tank, Hiapo, a trainer gesturally instructed Hiapo to raise

his head out of the water and to keep silent, prior to and

during each trial with Elele.

Results and Discussion

Elele's performance accuracy across the E-V and V-E

cross-modal tasks revealed an impressive ability to

recognize complexly shaped objects across the senses. Fig

ure 28 shows the results of each cross-modal test with each

pair of objects. Elele performed at or near ceiling levels

with nearly all pairs. The only pair with which she had

some difficulty, Pair 6, was limited to Echoic-Visual match

ing and was nevertheless still above chance levels (32 cor

rect matches out of 48 trials, p < .05, cumulative binomial

test). Elele also continued to perform well on baseline

trials (not shown in Figure 28). In E-V MTS she matched

correctly on 382 (99.5%) of 384 baseline trials and in V-E

MTS she matched correctly on all 384 baseline trials.
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Figure 28. Elele's matching accuracy in V-E and E-V MTS us
ing eight pairs calibrated earlier in E-E and v-v MTS. Each
individual test was run for 48 trials. Chance performance
level is indicated by the horizontal line.
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Table 15 provides a detailed summary of Elele's

performance accuracy in each of the matching tasks. Several

observations can be made. First, Elele performed equally

well in E-V MTS and in V-E MTS with the pairs from Set 10.

In E-V MTS Elele matched correctly on 362 (94.3%) of 384

trials and in V-E MTS she matched correctly on 373 (97.1%)

of 384 trials (x2(N=768, 1)= 3.17, R > .05). This is some

what different from the typical asymmetric cross-modal per

formances seen in many studies with human infants (see Rose

and Orlian, 1991) and with non-human primates (Dimattia et

al., 1990).

Second, although performance accuracy was at near

ceiling levels for the first task and the second task

experienced by Elele, performance accuracy was significantly

better in the second MTS task given (x 2(N=768, 1)= 18.2, R <

.001). When a task appeared first with a pair, Elele

matched correctly on 355 (92.4%) of 384 trials. When a task

appeared second (after a pair had already been experienced

in the alternate task), Elele matched correctly on 380

(99.0%) of 384 trials. A further analysis revealed that

Elele's E-V MTS performance was the force driving this

effect. When E-V MTS was the first task given with a pair

Elele matched correctly on 171 (89.1%) of 192 trials. When

E-V MTS with a pair followed V-E MTS with the same pair,

Elele matched correctly on significantly more trials(191

correct matches or 99.5% out of 192 trials) (x2(N=384,
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Table 15 -- Elele's matching accuracy in E-V and V-E MTS
overall and on the first trial in which an object from a
pair appeared as sample. For first trial data a 11+11

indicates a correct match and a "_II indicates an incorrect
match. * indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01.

E-V MTS Accuracy V-E MTS Accuracy

Pair 1st total 1st total

Sample trials Sample trials

A B (n=48)
A B (n=48)

DLjOP + + 48** + + 48**

WAjBC + + 48** + + 48**

COjRI + + 48** + 0 45**

PYjBF 0 + 47** + + 48**

PSjBR + + 48** + + 48**

TBjCT 0 + 32* + + 47**

DHjSW + + 44** + 0 46**

POjWR 0 + 47** + + 43**

TOTAL 13 362 14 373

% 81.3 94.3 87.5 97.1
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1)=17.4, ~ < .001). Matching accuracy in V-E MTS across

pairs was also assisted by prior experience with these pairs

in E-V MTS but only slightly. When V-E MTS was the first

test given, Elele matched correctly on 184 (95.8%) of 192

trials. When V-E MTS followed testing in E-V MTS Elele

matched correctly on 189 (98.4%) of 192 trials. The

difference in these values is not significant (x 2(N=384,

1)=1.50, ~ > .05). Thus, matching accuracy in E-V MTS

across pairs appeared to be enhanced significantly by prior

experience with those pairs in V-E MTS.

Table 16 provides a comparison of Elele's matching ac

curacy for each pair of objects tested in E-E and V-V MTS

(n= 24 trials in each test) and for the first 24 trials in

E-V and V-E MTS. Typically in cross-modal studies with hu

mans, in addition to asymmetries between haptic-visual and

visual-haptic cross-modal tasks, aSYmmetries are also re

ported favoring within-modal tasks over cross-modal tasks

(e.g., Rose & orlian, 1991). Furthermore, typically visual

visual recognition is reported to be superior over recogni

tion in all other tasks (Rose & orlian, 1991; Bushnell &

Weinberger, 1987). In contrast, Elele showed virtually no

difference overall between within-modal and cross-modal task

performance. For E-E and V-v MTS tasks combined Elele

matched correctly on 360 (93.8%) of 384 trials. For E-V

and V-E MTS tasks combined she matched correctly on 357

(93.0%) of 384 trials. Although performance accuracy in the
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Table 16.-- A comparison of Elele's matching accuracy with
each pair of objects in v-v and E-E MTS (n=24) with the
first 24 trials given of E-V and V-E MTS.

Pair v-v MTS E-E MTS E-V MTS V-E MTS

DL/OP 24 20 24 24

WA/BC 22 21 24 24

CO/RI 23 23 24 21

PY/BF 24 24 23 24

PS/BR 24 22 24 24

TB/CT 24 22 13 23

DH/SW 24 21 20 22

PO/WR 24 18 23 20

Total 189 171 175 182
(n=192)
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within-modal tasks was slightly higher than that observed in

the cross-modal tasks, the difference between these two

values was not significant (x2 (N=768 , 1)=08, R > .05).

However, a x 2 test examining performance levels across all

four matching tasks was significant (x 2 (N=28 8 , 3)=15.9, R <

.01). Pairwise comparisons of performance accuracy in each

task using the x 2 test (Table 17) revealed the significant

superiority of v-v MTS (98.4%) over either E-V MTS (91.1%)

or E-E MTS (89.1%). No other comparisons were significant.

Determining the immediacy of recognition with either

novel objects or objects of equal familiarity (see Herman,

Pack, & Wood, 1994) is critical in assessing whether

successful cross-modal matching is the result of the

recognition of common features across the senses or the

learning of specific associations between particular echoic

experiences and particular visual experiences. How quickly

did Elele recognize Set 10 objects in E-V and V-E MTS? The

most stringent test for immediacy of recognition of objects

across the senses is the dolphin's performance on the first

trial with one member of the pair as sample, and the first

trial with the other member as sample. This measure allows

virtually no opportunity for associative learning between

echoic and visual experiences since it is the first time the

dolphin experiences each object as sample in the cross-modal

task. If successful cross-modal matching is the result of

learned associations between visual and echoic experiences,
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Table 17.-- Chi-square values comparing matching perform
ance with Set 10 pairs in E-E, V-v, E-V, and V-E MTS tasks.
Only the initial 24 trials of E-V and V-E MTS tasks are pre
sented for comparative purposes.** indicates p < .01, ***
indicates p < .0001.

MTS TASK

v-v

E-E

E-V

V-E

E-E E-V V-E

2.87 N.S.

3.51 N.S.
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one would expect chance performance on these trials, because

the associations have not yet been learned. However, as is

apparent from the data in Table 15, associative learning is

not supported. Elele was correct on 13 (81.3%) of 16 first

trials (p < .05) during E-V tests and on 14 (87.5%) of 16

first trials (p < .05) during V-E tests. The level of per

formance accuracy in each task indicates that the Elele was

able to immediately recognize an Object visually which she

experienced earlier echoically and which was novel to the E

V MTS task. Similarly, Elele was able to immediately

recognize an object echoically which she experienced earlier

visually and which was novel to the V-E task. These data

provide the strongest evidence to date that echoic-visual

cross-modal matching in the dolphin operates by a process

other than associative learning between visual and echoic

experiences. The results support the view that the visual

and echoic senses of the dolphin are integrated at the

representational level in a way which allows the sharing of

shape information across these senses.
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CHAPTER V

Experiment 11

The results of Experiment 10 indicate a remarkable

ability of the dolphin for immediate recognition of

complexly shaped-objects across the senses of vision and

echolocation. Specifically, a dolphin was able to immedi

ately recognize objects visually which she had experienced

earlier echoically, and she was able to immediately

recognize objects echoically which she had experienced ear

lier visually. Importantly, these results are predicated

upon the assumption that the dolphin was relying on vision

to examine objects when they were held in air and that it

could neither echolocate on the objects in air (i.e., dol

phin echolocation is non-functional in air, theoretically)

nor did it rely on physical touch with the rostrum for iden

tifying objects. Several investigations described below

were designed to reveal converging lines of evidence that

the assumption of strict visual reliance was valid. In Part

1, video-taped records of first trials in V-E MTS in

Experiment 10 were examined for evidence of the dolphin

touching sample objects in air with her rostrum. In Part 2,

sample objects in V-E MTS were displayed to the dolphin in

air through one of the underwater tank windows and behind a

thick glass sound-attenuation chamber. Theoretically, the
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sound chamber should attenuate any sounds directed by the

dolphin towards the tank window and prevent them from

reaching an object displayed behind the chamber and/or

obscure any returning echoes. If the dolphin was relying on

echolocation to identify objects held in air, it should

perform at chance levels in this condition. Furthermore,

displaying objects behind a window prevents the dolphin from

physically contacting the objects. If the dolphin is

relying on physical contact to identify objects, then the

present configuration should attenuate performance.

Finally, in Part 3, sample objects in V-E MTS were displayed

on a video monitor positioned in air outside the tank and

which the dolphin viewed through an underwater tank window.

If the dolphin was relying on echolocation and not vision to

identify the sample objects in V-E MTS, then performance

accuracy using this configuration should drop to chance

levels as the echoic reflection is the same for all sample

objects (i.e., any echo would be from the monitor, not from

the objects displayed on the monitor).

Part 1.

In this part video-taped records of the first trial

with each object of Set 9 acting as sample in V-E MTS in

Experiment 10 were examined for evidence of the dolphin

touching the sample objects with her rostrum as well as evi-
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dence of the dolphin not touching the samples. Matching

accuracy was compared in both conditions.

Method

Apparatus and Materials. A Panasonic VHS recorder and moni

tor were used to review video-taped footage of V-E MTS

trials using objects from Set 9. Video-tapes of V-E MTS

sessions from Experiment 10 had been made without the video

operator knowing that tapes would be sUbsequently analyzed

for first trial data. However, they were instructed on all

trials to "zoom in" on the dolphin when the sample object

was exposed.

Procedure. There were 16 first trials with an object acting

as sample across the eight pairs of Set 10 tested in V-E MTS

in Experiment 10. A judge reviewed the available video

taped footage of each of the first trials with an object

from Set 9 acting as sample in tests of V-E MTS (in some

circumstances a video record was not made because to

inclement weather conditions). In each instance of a re

corded first trial the judge observed whether the dolphin

touched the sample object held in air (recall that in some

early experiments Elele was actually trained to touch the

sample object to insure her attention to it), the nature of

the touch given, if it indeed occurred (a light touch, a

hard touch, or a physical scan of the object), and the out-
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come of the trial (whether the dolphin chose the correct

echoic match or not). The jUdge kept a physical record of

all observations.

Results and Discussion

Fourteen of a potential sixteen first trials had been

video-taped and were available for review. In seven of the

first trials, Elele was observed to lightly tap the sample

object once when shown in air (in no instances did she ever

give a hard touch or physically scan the object with her

rostrum). Elele matched correctly on all of these trials (p

= .008). In the remaining seven trials, Elele did not touch

the sample object (i.e., she simply lifted her head out of

the water in front of the object and made no contact with

it). Of these seven trials, Elele was correct on six (p =

.062). Although this value just misses significance at the

.05 level, it suggests that Elele matched with equivalent

accuracy regardless of whether or not she made contact with

the sample object. Furthermore, since the contacts she did

make with the sample objects were single taps and not physi

cal scans, it is unlikely that Elele discerned the shape of

the objects haptically in these cases.
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Part 2

In this part, several V-E MTS tests were conducted with

sample objects exposed to the dolphin in air through an

underwater window and behind an acoustic attenuation box.

Method

Apparatus. A transparent acoustic attenuation box was

affixed to the outside (in air) frame of an underwater tank

window (190.17 cm wide by 45.72 cm high) and was used to ex

pose sample objects in V-E MTS. The tank window was located

86.36 cm below the surface of the water and looked out into

dark studio enclosed by two concrete side walls and a water

tight roof. Illumination of the studio came from the back

(which was open to daylight and also was provided by an

overhead 100 watt bulb flood light.

The front panel of the acoustic attenuation box was

composed of 1.9 cm glass. The glass rested on a wooden

plank and was connected to the tank window frame on three

sides by 4.45 cm thick polystyrene foam. The distance

between the inside pane of the box glass and the outside

pane of the tank window was 12.1 cm. Thus, any sound used

to perceive an object held in front of the glass pane on the

acoustic attenuation box would have to pass twice through

several media of different densities including: the salt

water of the tank, the glass of the tank window, the air

space between the tank window and the outside of the
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acoustic attenuation box, the glass pane of the box, and the

air interface between the outside of the box and the object.

Given the physics of sound travel through media of highly

different densities, the dolphin's potential success in V-E

MTS using SONAR to penetrate through the acoustic attenu

ation box and receive an intact echo back from the sample

would seem highly tenuous.

The alternative objects in the V-E MTS task were pre

sented in the same echoic boxes described in earlier V-E

experiments. Both boxes were placed to one side of the win

dow. One box was positioned 3.28 m from the underwater win

dow and the other 9.48 m m from the underwater window and

6.2 m from the other box. These were the same positions for

the echoic boxes used in previous experiments in which the

sample object was exposed in air in a central position

between the boxes.

Objects. For the first test objects from Set 1 were used.

These objects had been experienced in hundreds of trials in

V-V, E-E, E-V, and V-E MTS. The second and third tests used

pairs of objects which had experienced 100% performance lev

els in tests of E-V and V-E MTS previously. The second test

used Set 1 objects as a baseline measure of performance and

a pair of objects from Set 9, PS and BR. The dolphin's

prior experience with these objects was limited to 24 trials

in both v-v and E-E MTS and 48 trials in both E-V and V-E
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MTS. The third test used Set 1 objects and another pair of

objects from Set 9, WA and Be. These objects had also been

experienced for 24 trials in both v-v and E-E MTS and for 48

trials in both E-V and V-E MTS.

Procedure. For the first test 24 trials with the six

objects in Set 1 in mixed pairs was used to test V-E MTS

with the sample objects displayed behind the glass acoustic

attenuation box. On each trial, Elele was maintained at a

remote station and was then signaled by a trainer to swim

down to the studio window. On the outside of the window an

assistant waited with his left index finger raised in a "pay

attention" signal. When Elele was in position with her head

in front of the window the assistant brought a sample object

from below the window so that it could be viewed through the

window. It was positioned approximately 7.6 cm from the

front pane of the acoustic attenuation box. After a 5 sec

exposure interval the alternative presenters were signaled

acoustically to present their objects in the echoic boxes

for echoic inspection by the dolphin. As in earlier

experiments of V-E MTS, the alternative objects were

accompanied by masking objects which were promptly removed

from the boxes. In order to be correct, the dolphin was re

quired to press the paddle attached to the box containing an

object identical to the sample it experienced through the

studio window. If correct, the dolphin received a fish
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reward and praise. If incorrect, the dolphin was signaled

to return to the remote station where she interacted with

the trainer until an ITI of approximately 25 sec had

elapsed.

In the second test, 12 trials with the pair PS and BR

were interposed among 12 trials with Set 1 baseline objects.

In the third test, 12 trials with the object pair WA and BC

were interposed among 12 trials with Set 1 baseline objects.

In both the second and the third tests the trial-by-trial

procedures remained the same as described above with the ex

ception that in the third test all objects were held 30.5 cm

in front of the acoustic attenuation box. This was done to

accommodate the Objects WA and BC which were slightly larger

in height than the tank window.

For all three tests trials were balanced for the echoic

box in which the matching alternative appeared. For Set 1

each object was shown an equal number of times as sample.

For tests two and three, PS and BR as well as WA and BC,

each appeared six times as sample. Finally, on each trial

masks were designated in such a way as to have identical ob

jects plunging inside the right and left echoic boxes on

each trial.

Results and Discussion

The results for all three tests were straightforward.

In the first test Elele was correct on all 24 trials with
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Set 1 baseline objects. She showed no hesitancy operating

with the new configuration, even though one echoic box was

closer to the position where the sample was exposed than an

other. Elele also generalized immediately to the pair PSjBR

and WA/BC in the second and third tests, respectively. In

the second test she was correct on all 12 trials with PS and

BR and was also 100% correct on baseline trials. In Test 3

she was correct on all 12 trials with WA and BC and again

was 100% on baseline trials. Thus, Elele performed without

error on all V-E MTS tests with the sample objects exposed

behind the acoustic attenuation box. These results confirm

that Elele was not relying on physical contact with the

sample objects to identify them. The results also strongly

suggest that Elele is relying on vision rather than on echo

location to identify sample objects in V-E MTS.

Part 3

In this part several tests of V-E MTS were conducted in

which sample objects were exposed on a video monitor

positioned in air in front of an underwater tank window.

Method

Apparatus. A schematic of the apparatus appears in Figure

29. The underwater tank window in the enclosed studio

described in Part 2 was used here to display sample objects

to the dolphin. The acoustic attenuation box was replaced
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Figure 29. Artist's rendering of the V-E MTS set-up using a
television monitor outside the dolphin's tank to display
sample objects through an underwater tank window.
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with a 35.6 cm (diagonal screen measurement) Panasonic

television monitor (Model CT-1331Y). The monitor was placed

on a wooden platform at the base of the window and

positioned 16.5 cm from the window pane. No overhead light

was used in the studio. Objects were displayed on the

television monitor (Monitor 1) in real time by a live person

donned in a white T-shirt being filmed only from the waist

to the chin by a video camera (Camera 2) in a remote control

room. Another video camera (Camera 1) placed in the studio

was positioned to provide a view through the underwater

window of the dolphin looking at the television monitor.

The output of Camera 1 was presented on Monitor 2 in the

remote room, allowing the video trainer to observe the

dolphin at the window. Note that, unlike the procedure for

the earlier V-E tests, the location of the window required

that the sample object be displayed to the side of the right

echoic box (at 3.3 m circumferential distance), rather than

centrally between the two boxes. Additionally, the

dolphin's movements during the entire trial were monitored

by a third video camera (not shown in Figure 29) operated

from an observation platform above the dolphin's tank.

Finally, the dolphin's sounds were monitored using the

hydrophone set-up described in Experiment 10. The output

from the hydrophone was recorded on the video-taped record.

The same echoic boxes described in earlier experiments

were used here to display alternative objects in the V-E MTS
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task. They were placed along the tank wall in the same po

sitions described in Part 2. The dolphin's remote station

was also the same as described in Part 2.

Objects. The objects used to test V-E MTS were as follows:

In Test 1 Set 1 were used. Objects from this set had previ

ously appeared in hundreds of trials of V-E, E-V, v-v and E

E MTS and had also been shown in air through an underwater

window in Part A. In Tests 2, 3, and 4 several pairs of

objects (PS and BR, WA and BC, and DL and OP, respectively)

which had been pre-tested for 24 trials in E-E and v-v MTS

and which had all experienced 100% transfer in 48 trials in

V-E and E-V MTS in Experiment 10 were used here (Figure 30).

Two of these pairs (PS and BR, and WA and BC) had also been

tested for 12 trials each in V-E MTS with the sample objects

exposed in air through the underwater studio window

described in Part 2. In the final test a pair of objects,

UR and BB (Figure 30) was used to test V-E MTS with samples

appearing on the television monitor. Both objects were con

structed from different sized gray PVC pipe and fittings and

were sand-filled. The difference in frontal surface area

between the objects was 7%. The objects had been calibrated

in E-E and v-V MTS 394 days earlier using the same methods

described in Experiment 10. In both E-E and V-V MTS

calibration tests, Elele had matched correctly on 23 of 24

trials. Importantly, Elele had never experienced the
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Figure 30. objects used in V-E MTS tests with samples shown
on a television monitor and alternatives in echoic boxes.
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objects in either V-E or E-V MTS. Thus, in addition to

serving as a test pair for insuring that echolocation was

not used on objects shown in air, this pair served as an ad

ditional test for immediacy of V-E recognition.

Finally, when objects were displayed on the television

monitor, they appeared smaller on the screen than they did

when shown as samples in air over the tank wall (see Table

18). However, they mayor may not have appeared smaller on

the dolphin's retina, depending on the dolphin's distance

from the monitor when viewing the objects.

Procedure. To begin a trial using the television display, a

trainer located at the remote station used in Part 2

directed the dolphin to swim to the underwater window. On

arriving there, Elele viewed the video trainer with his left

hand extended and index finger pointing up, as a signal to

"pay attention." In this context, the proper response to

the pay attention signal was for the dolphin to station in

front of the monitor and attend to it. The video trainer

held the sample object to be diplayed below his waist in his

right hand and out of view of Camera 2. When the dolphin

was stationary in front of Monitor 1, the video trainer

raised the sample object to his chest and held it stationary

there, using both hands. After approximately 5 sec of

exposure, a supervisor vocally instructed the assistants to

immerse the alternative objects in the echoic boxes. On
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Table 18. comparison of vertical and horizontal measure
ments of each object shown as samples in V-E MTS in two con
ditions: at tanks ide and on the television monitor.

object Tank-side Display Television Display

Code

Height (cm) Width (cm) Height (em) Width (em)

FP 19.05 21.59 9.70 11.00

BO 33.02 33.02 15.88 15.88

PL 26.35 35.56 13.2 17.78

AI 34.13 22.86 16.00 10.7

PX 24.13 24.13 11.43 11.43

HR 9.53 30.48 4.45 14.20

PS 38.10 33.66 17.78 15.70

BR 28.58 53.34 13.97 26.10

WA 45.72 29.21 19.69 12.60

BC 38.10 41.28 15.24 16.50

DL 46.36 40.64 19.30 16.90

OP 31.75 52.07 15.24 25.00

DR 39.37 44.45 17.78 20.10

BB 40.64 48.58 19.05 22.70
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hearing the sound of the alternative objects (and their

masks) entering the water, the dolphin left the window to

inspect the content of the boxes and make her choice as she

had in previous V-E MTS tests.

In Test 1, 24 trials with baseline objects were given.

They were balanced for which echoic box the matching object

would appear. An equal number of trials with each object as

sample was run. Trials were ordered pseudo-randomly with no

sample object being shown more than three times in succes

sion and with no match occurring in the same box for more

than three trials in a row.

In Tests 2, 3, and 4, twelve trials with the pairs

PS/BR, wAIBe, and DL/OP, respectively, were interposed among

12 trials with Set 1 baseline objects. Balancing and order

ing rules were identical to those described for Tests 2 and

3 in Part 2.

Finally, Test 5 used the objects UR and BB in V-E MTS

with sample objects exposed on the video monitor. Two

sessions of 12 trials with the test pair interposed among 12

trials with the baseline objects were run. Procedures were

identical to those described for Test 1 of Part 2.
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Results and Discussion

Elele's matching accuracy in V-E MTS with the sample

objects exposed on a video monitor was nearly perfect across

all pairs tested. In Test 1 Elele matched correctly on all

24 trials using the baseline objects. In each of Tests 2,

3, and 4, Elele matched correctly on all 12 trials with the

test pairs, PS/BR, wAIBe, and DL/OP, respectively. She was

also 100% correct on the baseline trials in these sessions.

Finally, in Test 5, using objects which had never been

tested in E-V or V-E MTS, Elele showed immediate V-E

recognition. She was correct on 100% of the baseline

objects and on 23 (95.8%) of 24 trials with the test pair,

UR and BB. She was also correct on the first trial with UR

acting as sample and the first trial with BB acting as sam

ple. In terms of any behavioral changes during this new

procedure, Elele was observed to first scan the echoic box

closest to the window and to proceed to the box further

along the wall if the contents of the first box did not

match the sample viewed on the television monitor. This

scanning sequence is opposite from that observed in previous

V-E tests with the sample Object shown in air at tankside

between the two boxes.

Together the results using the television monitor to

display sample objects in V-E MTS demonstrate several

important points. First, the results confirm that Elele is

not relying on echoic information to identify objects held
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in air. If Elele were relying on echoic information, then

when sample objects in V-E MTS appeared on the video

monitor, Elele should have performed at chance levels.

However, Elele performed at ceiling or near-ceiling levels

with all pairs, including one which had never been

experienced before in V-E or E-V MTS. Thus, with all

factors considered, it is safe to conclude that Elele was

relying on vision, not echolocation to inspect objects

displayed in air.

Second, the results indicate that the dolphin's ability

to recognize complex objects across the senses is quite pro

found. Elele experienced no difficulties in generalizing

immediately from the situation in which sample objects ap

peared "live," to the situation in which they appeared in

reduced form (both in size and in dimensions) on a televi

sion monitor.

Finally, the results indicate an ability for immediate

V-E recognition of objects novel to the V-E task using the

video monitor to display samples. Elele was immediately

able to recognize the DR and BB echoically when she first

experienced them visually on the video monitor. Thus she

was not only able to generalize the cross-modal matching

rule to novel problems (as seen in Experiment 10), but to

novel problems in novel configurations (samples exposed on a

television monitor).
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CHAPTER VI

General Discussion

The present set of results offer evidence that the

senses of echolocation and vision in the bottlenosed dolphin

are integrated at the representational level. The strongest

evidence was the dolphin's ability to immediately recognize

complexly-shaped objects echoically which had been

experienced earlier visually (14 correct matches out of 16

first trials in V-E recognition), and its ability to

immediately recognize complexly-shaped objects visually

which had been experienced earlier echoically (13 correct

matches out of 16 first trials in E-V recognition). In both

of these tasks the complexly-shaped objects were novel, in

the sense that they had never been experienced with both

echolocation and vision available simultaneously, and in the

sense that they had never before been experienced in tests

of cross-modal recognition (although they had been pre

calibrated in tests of E-E and V-V within-modal

recognition). The immediacy with which these objects were

recognized across modalities (most objects were recognized

on the very first trial in which they appeared as sample)

makes explanations based on associative learning mechanisms

between visual and echoic experiences highly untenable.

Rather, it seems that the dolphin was able to apprehend
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certain features of the objects directly (e.g., shape)

through either vision or echolocation. The nature of

feature representation or imagery is unclear, but it is

clear that the representations obtained through one modality

are either accessible to the other modality or re-coded into

the other modality (cf. Conrad, 1964; Jones & Connolly,

1970; Pick, 1970), or that the representations are processed

in common "amodal" centers (cf. Gibson, 1969).

The cross-modal abilities shown by the dolphin using

vision and echolocation are similar to those described for

humans (Jones, 1981; Rose & Ruff, 1987) and for non-human

primates (Davenport & Rogers, 1970; Davenport et al., 1975;

Tolan et al., 1981, Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1988) using the

senses of vision and touch. However, some of the types of

asymmetries seen with these species performing haptic-visual

cross-modal tasks were not observed in the dolphin. For

humans and non-human primates performing delayed haptic

visual cross-modal tasks (primarily) two types of

asymmetries are typical. First, within-modal tasks tend to

be performed at higher levels than cross-modal tasks (and of

the within-modal tasks, visual-visual recognition is

generally superior to haptic-haptic recognition) (e.g., Rose

& orlian, 1991). Second, asymmetries of various sorts have

been reported between haptic-visual and visual-haptic cross

modal tasks (see Bushnell & Weinberger, 1987 for evidence

showing the superiority of the visual-haptic task and Rose &
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Orlian, 1991 for evidence showing the superiority of the

haptic-visual task). In Experiment 10 of the current study

no difference was found between the dolphin's performance in

visual-echoic MTS and echoic-visual MTS overall. The

dolphin matched at near-ceiling levels in both of these

tasks. Similarly, comparisons between E-E and v-v MTS tasks

combined and V-E and E-V MTS tasks combined revealed no

appreciable superiority of the within-modal tasks. However,

in task-by-task comparisons over the first 24 trials for

each pair the dolphin did perform better at v-v MTS (98.4%)

than either E-E (89.0%) or E-V MTS (91.1%) (see Figures 16

and 17). The superiority of the v-v MTS task with complex

objects underscores recent studies showing the competency of

the dolphin at cognitive tasks in which information is

received through the visual sense (Herman et al., 1984;

Herman et al., 1989; Hunter, 1988; Herman et al., 1990) and

stands in sharp contrast to earlier views underrating the

dolphin's visual system relative to its aUditory system

(Walls, 1942).

In addition to providing new information about the

bottlenosed dolphin's E-V and V-E cross-modal abilities, the

present results provide new information regarding the

dolphin's abilities to match, using echolocation

exclusively, complexly-shaped objects constructed from

identical materials and controlled for reflective surface

area. Previous studies of the dolphin's ability to
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discriminate objects echoically based on differences in

shape (Au et al., 1980; Nachtigall et al., 1980) used only a

few different basic shapes, cylinders and spheres and

cylinders and cUbes, respectively. In contrast, in

Experiment 10 of the current set of studies, 15 novel pairs

of different-shaped objects constructed from PVC tubing

filled with sand and equated for frontal surface area were

tested in pure echoic matching. As reported earlier, 7 of

these pairs were matched at levels of 90% or greater,and 11

of these pairs were matched at levels of 83% or greater.

Furthermore, tests examining the dolphin's matching

performance on its very first encounter with each object of

a pair acting as sample provided substantial evidence for

immediate echoic recognition of complexly-shaped objects in

pure echoic MTS; the dolphin matched correctly on 23 of 30

first trials (p < .05). Thus, the dolphin was employing a

generalized matching rule to differentiate and match objects

echoically, based it appears, on differences in their shape.

The dolphin was also able to immediately transfer the

V-E cross-modal task to a highly different context in which

sample objects were displayed on a television monitor viewed

through an underwater tank window. Though the objects were

not available for touch and were displayed in a manner to

which the dolphin was unaccustomed, she performed nearly

flawlessly, both with pairs of objects which had been

experienced before in E-V and V-E MTS tests and with a pair
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never experienced before in V-E or E-V. These results

illustrate the strength of the cross-modal ability in the

dolphin.

In summary, the current findings reveal that the

capacity for shape recognition is quite profound in the

dolphin, either through echolocation or through vision.

Most importantly, shape recognition was shared across the

senses in that an object inspected echoically could later be

immediately recognized when presented to the visual sense.

The reverse also held: that an object inspected visually

could be recognized immediately when presented to the echoic

sense. No preliminary simultaneous exposure of an object to

both senses was necessary to demonstrate this capacity.

Hence, the sharing and transfer of shape information across

the senses seems to be a basic capability in the dolphin.

This suggests that what a dolphin "sees" with its echoic

sense, that is, the mental representation constructed of an

object through echolocation, is functionally similar to the

mental representations constructed through vision.

Integration of the senses would seem to be highly adap

tive for any organism. For the dolphin, in its natural

world, integration implies that when interrogating an object

echoically that cannot be seen visually, the dolphin has

some information regarding what that object will look like

when later encountered visually. Again, the reverse would

also seem to hold - the anticipation of the echoic "image"
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of an object that is first encountered visually. In

general, a search image may be formed allowing the dolphin

to anticipate the shape or identity of objects apprehended

through one sense that it will later encounter through the

alternate sense (cf. Finke, 1989). Although acoustic

imaging in dolphins has not been given much attention

previously, it has been explored in various species of bats

(e.g., Eptesicus fuscus). Simmons (1989) reported the

results of target ranging experiments conducted with bats

using pure echolocation. Target range difference

discrimination thresholds for several species of bats lie

within the range of 1 to 4 cm and appear relatively

independent of absolute target range (measured ranges from

30 to 240 cm) (Simmons & Grinnel, 1988). Comparable

measures of target range difference discrimination

thresholds for the bottlenosed dolphin using 7.62 cm

polyurethane foam spheres filled with lead weights were .9,

1.5, and 3 cm for ranges of 1, 3, and 7 m, respectively as

tested by Murchison (1980). Although target-range acuity by

bats of 1 to 2 cm is sufficient to effect capture of flying

insects, recent "jitter experiments" conducted by Simmons,

Ferragamo, Moss, Stevenson, & Altes (1990) using

artificially created phantom echoes, have shown that bats

are able to perceive target-range distances as small as .002

rom. This ability apparently enables the bat to discriminate

echoically different reflecting points or "glints" (Altes,
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1976) and distances between reflecting points within the

same target along the range axis. Bats appear to transform

echoes from targets (i.e., sounds) into spatial

representations of those targets. Hence, the term acoustic

imaging has been used to describe the echolocation sense in

bats (Simmons, 1989). Although "jitter experiments" like

those used with bats have yet to be conducted with

bottlenosed dolphins, the range discrimination differences

of .9 cm (Murchison, 1980) would provide the dolphin with

some information regarding the spatial characteristics of an

objects inspected through echolocation. other than this

mechanism, the acoustic cues used to yield images like those

apparently derived by the dolphin in the current study

remain speculative, and in all likelihood, as with most

complex perceptions, the answer lies in a combination of

bottom-up and top-down mental processing Nevertheless, the

current data on immediacy of recognition of objects across

the senses of vision and echolocation leaves little doubt

that the dolphin is performing some form of acoustic

imaging.

The current results showing immediacy of recognition of

objects cross-modally by the dolphin suggest that in

addition to echoic-imaging, visual imaging may playa part

in this ability. Visual imagery has been suggested as a

possible mechanism involved in cross-modal perception of

touch and vision in children (Piaget & Inhelder, 1956) and
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in human adults (Abravanel, 1973). Cairns and ColI (1977)

found that good visual imagers performed better in cross

modal tasks using vision and touch than did poor visual

imagers. The general surge of recent interest in visual

imagery in humans (see Finke, 1989; Kosslyn, 1980; Pylyshyn,

1981; Shepard & Cooper, 1982) has led some researchers to

search for this capability among non-humans (see Neiworth &

Rilling, 1987). For example, Hollard and Delius (1982)

explored visual imagery in pigeons using a mental rotation

task. They found evidence for recognition of rotated forms

but did not find evidence for increased reaction times with

increases in degrees of rotation of the forms. Increases in

reaction times for recognizing rotated forms which parallel

degree of rotation has been found with humans (Shephard &

Metzler, 1971) and with non-human primates (e.g.,

Georgopulos, Lurito, Petrides, Schartz, & Massey, 1988;

Hopkins, Fagot, & Vauclair, 1993).

Regardless of what type of imaging may be employed by

the dolphin, it is clear that the nature of the integration

between the dolphin's visual and echoic sensory systems

allows for abstraction of object features (e.g., shape) by

each individual sense and a sharing of that information

across the senses.
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